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ABSTRACT
Sphere 3 Environmental, Inc. (Sphere 3) conducted an intensive pedestrian cultural
resources survey of approximately 0.12 hectares (0.29 acres) of land designated as the
Project Area/Area of Potential Effects on September 16 and 17, 2020, in response to the
proposed pipeline replacement in Jefferson, Texas. The City of Jefferson retained Sphere
3 to conduct a cultural resources survey of the proposed pipeline replacement location.
The cultural resources survey was conducted to identify properties eligible for inclusion
in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) or worthy of listing as a State
Antiquities Landmark (SAL). A total of 12 shovel tests were excavated across the
project area. Four historic era archaeological sites (41MR296, 41MR297, 41MR298, and
41MR299) were identified as a result of the survey. All cultural objects recovered from
shovel testing, except for modern objects less than 50 years old and excessive numbers of
structural materials such as brick and concrete fragments, and all documents associated
with this investigation were curated at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory in
Austin, Texas. For the excessive numbers of structural materials, a representative sample
will be retained and submitted to TARL for permanent curation. Site 41MR296 has been
evaluated as not eligible for inclusion in the NHRP and not worthy of designation as a
SAL. Sites 41MR297, 41MR298, and 41MR299 have been determined to be unknown as
to eligibility for inclusion in the NRHP or worthy of listing as a SAL. The client has
agreed to conduct the proposed construction in such a way as to not impact the three
archaeological sites with unknown eligibility. Sphere 3 therefore recommends
construction be allowed to proceed without further cultural resource investigations.
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INTRODUCTION
The City of Jefferson is planning to replace approximately 104 linear meters (m) (341.1 linear
feet (ft)) of an existing stormwater pipeline along South Vale Street and the forested areas beyond
the intersection of South Vale and West Dallas Street in Jefferson, Texas (Figures 1 and 2). The
project will involve the replacement of the existing 24-inch pipeline with a new 48-inch pipeline.
The project area is defined as a corridor measuring approximately 11.4 m (37.5 ft) wide along
South Vale Street and 10.4 to 13.6 m (34 to 44.6 ft) wide in the forested area to the southeast.
This project area measures a total length of 108.7 m (356.7 ft) and 0.13 hectares (ha) (0.33 acres
[ac]). Sphere 3 Environmental, Inc. (Sphere 3) was retained by the City of Jefferson to determine
whether any cultural resources eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places
(NHRP) and/or eligible for designation as a State Antiquities Landmark (SAL) will be adversely
impacted by the proposed construction activities. The maximum depth of proposed soil
disturbance is 3.72 m (12.2 ft) in a single location, with the overall average depth being
approximately 1.98 m (6.5 ft).
This Phase I cultural resources investigation was developed for this project area, as owned by a
subdivision of the State of Texas, to assure that the City of Jefferson remains in compliance with
the provisions of the Antiquities Code of Texas. Since federal funding from the Community
Development Block Grants from the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) is being used to fund this proposed project, this construction undertaking is
subject to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 1966, as amended. The field
documents, report, and artifacts and/or other field specimens collected during the field survey,
except for modern objects less than 50 years old and excessive numbers of except for excessive
numbers of structural materials such as brick and concrete fragments, will be permanently curated
at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory (TARL), University of Texas at Austin, located
in Austin, Texas. For these excessive numbers of structural materials, a representative sample
will be retained and submitted to TARL for permanent curation.
To identify any historic and/or archaeological properties existing within the project area, Sphere 3
developed a scope of work proposing a Phase I intensive cultural resources survey. The Texas
Historical Commission (THC) accepted this proposed scope and issued Texas Antiquities Permit
Number (No.) 9597 on behalf of the City of Jefferson, Texas. Fieldwork was conducted on
September 16 and 17, 2020 under the direction James S. Belew, RPA, who served as Principal
Investigator. Michael Ryan, Brooke Dillon, and Kerri Smith assisted in conducting field survey
operations.
The entirety of the project area was visually inspected by pedestrian survey and a total of 12
shovel tests were excavated (Figure 3). These field survey operations resulted in the
identification of four historic era archaeological sites (41MR296, 41MR297, 41MR298, and
41MR299). Site 41MR296 will be impacted by the proposed construction; however, the site is
recommended as ineligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) due to a lack of
integrity caused by extensive ground disturbance over recent decades. The remaining three sites
are recommended as unknown as to eligibility for listing on the NRHP. The client has agreed to
conduct all construction activity east of the boundaries of sites 41MR297, 41 MR298, and
41MR299 to avoid any impacts to the archaeological sites. Sphere 3 therefore recommends
construction may proceed without further cultural resources requirements.
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DEFINITION OF STUDY AREA
The project area consists of approximately 0.13 ha (0.33 ac) surveyed in support of a pipeline
replacement located entirely within the city limits of Jefferson, Texas. The section of pipeline to
be replaced begins at the intersection of West Austin Street and South Vale Street and travels
southeast along South Vale Street before crossing the intersection of South Vale and West Dallas
Streets and extending into a hardwood forested area (Figure 3). According to the engineering
firm contracted by the City of Jefferson to perform the pipeline replacement, the portion of the
pipeline along South Vale Street will be installed under the pavement of Vale Street and no
impacts will occur outside of the paved street.
The northern section of the project area along South Vale Street is bordered on the east by the
Jefferson Hotel, situated on the east side of the street and extending a full city block between
West Austin Street and West Dallas Street. On the northeast corner of the intersection of Austin
and Vale Streets is the Kahn Hotel and the Testa Law Firm. The northwest lot on the intersection
contains the Taste of Caddo restaurant and the Excelsior Hotel further southwest down Austin
Street. The west side of South Vale Street between West Austin Street and West Dallas Street is
comprised of two lots. The furthest northwest lot, on the corner of Austin and Vale, is an empty
grassy lot; however, a concrete foundation is visible on the ground surface. Just beyond this lot
to the west is the Jay Gould Railroad Car exhibit. The southeastern lot, comprising the northwest
corner of South Vale and West Dallas Streets, is comprised of a grassy lawn and a recently
constructed two-story brick private residence.
Beyond the intersection of North Vale Street and West Dallas Street the pipeline continues
southeast through a narrow, overgrown wooded swale between a dirt parking lot to the east and a
private grassy lawn to the west. The southeastern terminus of the project area extends into very
deep drainage channel with extremely steep, heavily wooded descending banks. Shovel testing
was not able to be conducted along these steep slopes and indeed is not required, in accordance
with CTA guidelines adopted by THC (THC 2020). The project area stops within this drainage
channel, beyond which is a levee to prevent flood damage from Big Cypress Bayou (Figures 3).
The project area measures 11.4 m (37.5 ft) wide along South Vale Street and 10.4 to 13.6 m (34
to 44.6 ft) wide in the forested section beyond West Dallas Street. The length of the project area
measures 108.7 m (356.7 ft). The project area was defined in the “Scope of Work” originally
submitted to the THC as an area measuring 15.2 m (50 ft) wide along the paved portion of the
pipeline following the South Vale Street and 18.3 m (60 ft) wide within the forested area south of
the intersection of West Dallas Street. Based on a conversation with the engineer for the project,
the original western project area boundary extended into private property and was, therefore,
modified to end at the western edge of the sidewalk area of South Vale Street and to end at the
property boundary south of the intersection of West Dallas and South Vale Streets (Figure 3).
The project area lies within the Austroriparian biotic province, one of seven recognized by Blair
(1950) and Dice (1943) for the state of Texas based on ecological associations of a relatively
stable assemblage of plants and animals. This ecotone describes a region comprised of
hardwoods and pines extending eastward to the Atlantic, the dominant species being loblolly pine
(Pinus taeda). Vegetation along the portion of the project that follows South Vale consisted
mainly of manicured grassy lawns. The wooded area beyond the intersection of Vale and Dallas
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was mainly hardwood forest composed of hickory, poison ivy, trumpet creeper, and other various
thick brush.
According to the Natural Resources Conservation Service’s Web Soil Survey, the soils within the
project area are mapped mostly as Latch-Mollville, frequently ponded complex, 0 to 1 percent
slopes. A very small portion of the project area at the eastern terminus is mapped as MoorevilleMantachie complex, frequently flooded. Latch soils are generally found on stream terraces and
consist of loamy fine sand from 0 to 132 centimeters (cm) (0 to 52 inches [in]), sandy clay loam
form 132 cm to 157.5 cm (52 to 62 in), and sand from 157.5 cm to 203.2 cm (62 to 80 in).
Mollville soils are also found on stream terraces and generally consists of loam from 0 to 91.4 cm
(0 to 36 in), clay loam from 91.4 to 121.9 cm (36 to 48 in), and loamy fine sand from 121.9 to
157.5 cm (48 to 62 in). Mooreville and Mantachie soils are usually found within floodplains.
The typical profile of Mooreville soils consist of silt loam from 0 to 22.9 cm (0 to 9 in), sandy
clay loam from 22.9 to 144.8 cm (9 to 57 in), and fine sandy loam from 144.8 to 203.2 cm (57 to
80 in). The profile of Mantachie soils generally consists of silt loam from 0 to 20.3 cm (0 to 8
in), loam from 20.3 to 73.7 cm (8 to 29 in), and clay loam from 20.3 to 203.2 cm (29 to 80 in)
(USDA 2020).

RECORDS SEARCH
Based on a site file search of the Texas Archaeological Sites Atlas (TASA) database and
literature search and records review, the proposed project area will not impact any previously
recorded archaeological sites or other recorded cultural resources. Five previously recorded
archaeological sites (41MR25, 41MR44, 41MR73, and 41MR271) were found to be mapped
within a one kilometer radius of the project area (Figure 4). Additionally, four previously
conducted cultural resources surveys were found to be mapped approximately one kilometer
northwest of the project area. The entirety of the project area is found within the Jefferson
Historic District, listed as a NRHP district in 1971 to commemorate the importance of Jefferson
as an inland port and trade/cultural center (discussed further in the Culture History section).
Fifteen individual properties listed on the NRHP are found to be mapped within one kilometer of
the project area.
Recorded Sites
Site 41MR25, a thin (low-density) Late Prehistoric/Historic era multi-component surface scatter,
is located 925 m to the northeast of the project area. It was identified and recorded by the 1973
survey, under TAC Permit No. 56, of an ovoid project area along Big Cypress Bayou’s east bank.
The scatter is associated with a metal-lined cistern, presumed to be part of a dwelling complex.
Collected finds include 7 prehistoric (1 pitted stone, 2 plain sherds, 3 brushed sherds, and 1 shell
fragment) and 19 historic (1 brick fragment, 1 coal fragment, 7 plain white ironstone, 3 bottle
fragments, 4 brown [amber] bottle glass, 1 blue glass, 1 purple [solarized amethyst] bottle neck,
and 1 lead bullet). The PI did not make a recommendation as to NRHP or SAL status.
Site 41MR44 is located 640 m to the northeast of the project area. It was identified and recorded
by the 1973 survey, under TAC Permit No. 56, of an ovoid project area along the east bank of the
perennial Big Cypress Creek. The main features are an above-ground handmade red brick
building – last roofed in the 1940s – situated approximately 9 to 10 m (30 to 35 ft) from the edge
of the west bank in wooded area, associated with a troughed linear depression, likely an old road
bed. The brick building is one and a half stories. The doorway and one window were found to
have been recently vandalized. Brick fragments were the only artifacts observed. Area
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associated with the archaeological site remains undetermined. The recorder of this privately
owned building and associated site did not make a recommendation as to NRHP or SAL status.
Archaeological site 41MR73, Jefferson Wharf Site, is located 220 m to the northeast of the
project area. The site is situated along the northeast bank of the perennial Big Cypress Bayou.
Excavation revealed intact 1854, 1860, and 1872 wharves and 1860s-1880s brick warehouse. An
abundance of artifacts, including: bricks, cut (square) nails, cut spikes, wooden piers, wooden
planking, window glass, pitch (tar), wooden barrel lid, historic-age ceramics (pearlware,
ironstone, whiteware, porcelain, stoneware bottles, locally-made stoneware, European
stoneware), glass bottles, smoking pipe bowl, and leather shoes, were found encircling the
historic turning basin – now filled in by silt – for steamboats and other river vessels serving the
port of Jefferson between the 1850s and 1880s. With elements of some features visible as aboveground architectural elements, sub-surface deposits were recorded and collected to depths up to
6.1 m (20 ft). The Jefferson Wharf Site, owned by the City of Jefferson, subsequently was listed
as an archaeological historic property in the NRHP and recorded as a SAL. Modern fill,
including tons of sandy sediment, has been deposited annually over areas of the site to prevent
erosion of intact sub-surface features. None of the several cultural resources investigations
having been conducted at this site are mapped by TASA.
Site 41MR271, Union Military Prison Stockade of Jefferson, is located 680 m to the southwest of
the project area. Intact ruins of a fireplace, guardhouse, and other structures were documented in
a dense wooded area to the northwest of Big Cypress Bayou. An abundance of artifacts,
including: bricks from the fireplace, cypress stockade fence logs, 1,250 posts 10 feet long and 8
or more inches diameter, sawed boards, joists, cut nails, cut spikes, large concrete chunks with
Minnie balls, cast iron stove, iron hinges from “Special Order” and metal chains hanging from
cypress gate posts, 1 Stockade gate hinge, barbed wire wound around hewn post, and 2 brown
ceramic water pipes for draining the post were found to be associated with the structures.
Extensive research of Historic Union Military Records collection from the National Archives and
Records Administration confirmed this to be a prison used from 1868 to 1869 and demolished in
1871. Survey personnel estimated that 1% to 3% of site remains intact. No shovel testing or
other sub-surface probing was conducted. The site underwent severe adverse impacts while being
developed as a condominium complex in 2010. Nevertheless, the recorder of this archaeological
site recommended the “potential” existed for eligibility for listing of this historic assemblage of
aboveground and subsurface cultural resources on the NRHP, as a SAL, and as a Recorded Texas
Historical Landmark. The cultural resources investigation that recorded this site was not mapped
by TASA.
Previously Conducted Studies
A linear cultural resources survey for unknown undertaking was conducted at a minimum of 410
m northeast of the project area. The Atlas Number for this linear survey along the west bank of
Big Cypress Bayou in the northeast part of the City of Jefferson and adjoining unincorporated
areas is 8400010389. No additional information is provided, including principal investigator (PI),
report author, investigating firm, and sponsor.
An investigation of unknown subject was conducted at a minimum of 505 m northeast of the
project area. According to TASA, an irregular ovoid area was surveyed for cultural resources
along the east bank of Big Cypress Bayou in the east part of the City of Jefferson and adjoining
unincorporated areas. The following information was provided: Atlas Number 8500011028,
Abstract Number 8100000203, Texas Antiquities Committee Permit Number 56, Last date of
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field work 12/31/1973, and identification of investigation as a “survey.” No additional
information was provided. Sites 41MR44 and 41MR25 were identified and recorded.
A linear cultural resources survey for Harleton Water Supply Corporation’s proposed water line,
situated primarily along the west right-of-way (ROW) of the U.S. 59 Highway, was conducted a
minimum of 950 m west of the project area by Archeological and Environmental Consultants,
LLC, with Timothy K. Perttula serving as principal investigator (PI) and Timothy K. Perttula and
Bo Nelson serving as report authors. Field work occurred on September 7, 2002 under guidance
from the sponsor, United States Department of Agriculture. Site 41MR258 was identified and
recorded.
A linear cultural resources survey for unknown undertaking was conducted at a minimum of 960
m north of the project area. According to TASA, a linear survey for cultural resources took place
along the south edge of East and West Watson Street in the City of Jefferson and extended to the
northwest into adjoining unincorporated areas. The following information was provided: Atlas
Number 8400008007, Abstract Number 8100000203, and TAC Permit Number 2099. No
additional information is provided.
NRHP Properties
The Excelsior Hotel is on the north side of West Austin Street and approximately 18.3 m (60 ft)
west of the northern terminus of the project area. The Excelsior Hotel began operation in the
1850s and has remained in continuous operation since it opened making it one of the oldest hotels
in Texas. This hotel has visited by many important figures in U.S. history including Rutherford
B. Hayes, Ulysses S. Grant, Jacob Aster, W. H. Vanderbilt, Jay Gould, and Oscar Wilde. The
hotel was designated a historic landmark in 1966 and listed in the NRHP in 1969.
The Old U.S. Post Office and Courts Building is located on West Austin Street approximately 95
m (312 ft) west of the northern terminus of the project area. The building is an excellent example
of unmodified Greek Revival architectural style. Construction of the building begun in 1888 and
was completed in 1890. The building was purchased by the Jefferson Historical Society in 1965
to be used as a museum. The building was designated as a historic landmark in 1966 and listed
on the NRHP in 1969.
The Old Planters Bank Building is located on East Austin Street approximately 196 m (643 ft)
northeast of the project area. The building is an important example of 19th century business
buildings in Jefferson. The building is one of the earliest examples of warehouses constructed in
the 19th century. The building was built in 1852 by John Speake and became the headquarters of
Patton, Henderson, and Company in 1866. The warehouse was converted to a bank in the 1870s
and became the National Bank of Jefferson in 1899. The building was restored in 1946 and
renamed the Choctaw Trading Company. The Old Planters Bank Building became a Recorded
Texas Historic Landmark in 1965 and listed on the NRHP in 1971.
The Birge-Beard House is located on North Vale Street approximately 205 m (673 ft) northwest
of the project area. The Birge-Beard House is a Victorian style residence built by Noble Allen
Birge in 1860. Marion County was first created in 1860 with Birge as the sheriff. The BirgeBeard House was used to convene the first commissioner’s court in 1860 before the construction
of a courthouse for the new county. Birge was a prominent merchant and established Birge
Hardware, the livery stable attached to the Old Central Hotel, and incorporated the Henderson,
Marshall, & Jefferson Railroad Company and the Lake City Navigation Company. The Birge
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family sold the house in 1874. The house changed hands several times before being sold to Anna
Beard in 1888. The house was sold again in 1895 although it has been colloquially known as the
Beard House since the 19th century. The house became a Recorded Texas Historic Landmark in
1966 and listed on the NRHP in 1970.
The Jefferson Playhouse is located on the corner of Market Street and Henderson Street
approximately 266 m (873 ft) northwest of the project area. The Jefferson Playhouse is an
important example of Greek Revival style architecture. The building was used as the Saint
Mary’s Catholic School circa 1860. A portion of the building was also used as the Sinai Hebrew
Synagogue beginning in 1876. The building was eventually sold and used as a residence. The
Jessie Allen Wise Garden Club owns the building and uses it as a playhouse. The building was
designated a historic landmark in 1965 and was listed on the NRHP in 1969.
The Sedberry House is located approximately 254 m (833 ft) west/northwest of the project area
on North Market Street. The residence is an important example of a Victorian style raised
cottage. No records of who originally built the house were found but deed records from 1854
indicated W. F. Smith as the owner. The house changed hands several times until it was
eventually purchased by the Sedberry family in 1919. The house was designated as a Recorded
Texas Historic Landmark in 1966 and listed on the NRHP in 1970.
The Presbyterian Manse is located on the corner of Alley Street and Delta Street approximately
0.6 km (0.4 mi) west/northwest of the project area. The building is an important example of
Greek Revival architecture. The building is considered to be the oldest still intact home in
Jefferson. It was built by General James Harrison Rogers in 1839. The home was bought by the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church in 1903. The building is currently owned by the Jessie Allen
Wise Garden Club and used as a museum and headquarters of the Annual Historical Pilgrimage.
The building was designated a historic landmark in 1966 and listed on the NRHP in 1969.
The Epperson-McNutt House is located Alley Street approximately 0.6 km (0.4 mi)
west/northwest of the project area. The house is a two-story Italian Villa providing a significant
example of the transition period between Greek Revival and Victorian style architecture. The
house was owned by Benjamin H. Epperson. Epperson served as a Texas state legislator and ran
for governor before the Civil War. After the Civil War he served as the state’s legal and financial
representative in a case that resulted in the Supreme Court’s ruling in the Texas vs. White case.
The result of the Supreme Court’s decision was that states did not have the right to secede from
the Union. Epperson was also elected to the House of Representatives in 1867, though denied his
seat by the Republican Congress, and was a delegate to the National Democratic Convention.
Epperson moved to Jefferson in 1871 to practice law and serve as a state representative and
president of the Memphis, El Paso, and Pacific Railroad. The house was designated a historic
landmark in 1965 and listed on the NRHP in 1969.
The Woods, Perry M., House is located on Walker Street approximately 0.57 km (0.35 mi)
northwest of the project area. The house is a fine example of 19th century architecture containing
very fine detailing. The property was originally owned by the Alley family who deeded the
property to their daughter. The property was sold in 1870 and changed hands several times until
it was purchased by Perry M. Woods in 1932. The house was designated as a Recorded Texas
Historic Landmark in 1965 and listed on the NRHP in 1971.
The Alley-Carlson House is located on Walker Street approximately 0.61 km (0.38 mi) northwest
of the project area. The house is good example of Vernacular Greek Revival architecture. The
house was owned by Daniel H. Alley, one of the founders of Jefferson. Alley donated land in
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1860 for construction of a courthouse and jail for the newly established Marion County. A
member of the Alley family has occupied the house since 1859. The house was designated a
historic landmark in 1966 and listed on the NRHP in 1969.
The Stilley-Young House is located on Mosely Street approximately 0.57 km (0.35 mi) southwest
of the project area. The house was constructed by Frank Stilley, a local cotton merchant, in the
Greek Revival architectural style in 1861. The house was also occupied by the Charley and
Daphne Young, a local African American family, beginning in 1885. Charley Young was known
as Jefferson’s leading barber and catered prominent members of both African American and
white communities. The house was occupied by their daughter Mable Young who lived in the
house until 1983. The house was listed on the NRHP in 2005.
The Magnolias house is located on East Broadway approximately 0.96 km (0.6 mi) northwest of
the project area. The house is a Greek Revival style residence. The house was built by Daniel
Alley and occupied by he and his wife until 1873 until the property was given to their daughter
Victoria Alley Crawford. The house was sold to Colonel W.B. Ward in 1876. W. B. Ward was
the president of the Jefferson National Bank and a promoter of the East Line – Red River
Railroad. The 1881 Club, the oldest chartered club in Texas, was first founded in the Magnolias.
The house was also home to the oldest member of the Texas State Federation of Women’s Clubs.
The house was designated a Recorded Texas Historic Landmark in 1965 and listed on the NRHP
in 1971.
The Perry, Captain William, House is located on the corner of Walnut Street and Clarksville
Street approximately 0.56 km (0.35 mi) northwest of the project area. The house is a two-story
Greek Revival style townhouse built in the late 1850s. The house was built by Captain William
Perry who served as an officer in the Jefferson river trade and owner of the Excelsior Hotel. The
house was purchased in 1957 by George Earl Haggard and moved to its present location where it
was converted into a funeral home. The house was designated a Recorded Texas Historic
Landmark in 1966 and listed on the NRHP in 1970.
The Singleton, Captain William E., House is located on North Soda Street approximately 0.48 km
(0.3 mi) north of the project area. The house was constructed in 1870 and is representative of
early Texas residences that evolved from frontier buildings with a single central dog-trot with one
room to each side. The house is the only example of this style in Jefferson. The builder of the
home in not known but the property was acquired by William E. Singleton in 1885. William E.
Singleton was a captain in the Confederate Army and moved to east Texas after the war where he
became a prominent merchant as well as serving as sheriff of Harrison County, Deputy United
States Marshall, District County Clerk of Jefferson, and United States Commissioner. The house
was designated as a Recorded Texas Historic Landmark in 1966 and listed on the NRHP in 1970.
The Jefferson Powder Magazine, Site 41MR44, is located on the east side of Big Cypress Bayou
approximately 0.64 km (0.4 mi) northeast of the project area. The standing brick structure is the
only remaining structure at this location. Oral history states that three structures were present at
the location. Physical remains have present evidence of at least two structures in the area. A Bill
of Sale by the U.S. Treasury indicated the presence of an eight-roomed ordinance building. The
remaining brick structure was likely constructed in late 1863 or early 1864. The building is one
of very few remaining examples of brick powder magazines predating 1866 in Texas. The
powder magazine was also directly associated with the Trans Mississippi Department of the
Confederate States of America; a system linking military facilities in Shreveport with those in
Marshall and Tyler. The powder magazine is also considered important due to unique
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construction techniques that have the potential to yield significant additional information. The
Jefferson Powder Magazine was listed on the NRHP in 1995.
RELEVANT CULTURAL HISTORY (1820S TO PRESENT)
Mexico’s protracted revolution finally established independence from Spain in 1821. On May 7,
1824, the Mexican government organized the state of Coahuila y Tejas, under which were
established three territorial departments. All territory situated east of the Trinity River was
administered by the Department of Nacogdoches (Dulin 1992:2), including the future Marion
County. However, scattered earliest Euro-American settlers regarded themselves as citizens of
Miller County, Arkansas, United States. During the early 1820s, land transactions were made
under the assumption they were situated in Missouri territory of the United States (Harper 2012).
By 1831, the region had been reorganized as Arkansas territory. A five-man commission moved
government of Miller County to Jonesborough Plantation, located near the future Clarksville, Red
River County, Texas (Connor 2012). The future Marion County formed the southern margins of
the Miller County configuration of the early 1830s.
The United States territory of Arkansas thus had a functioning seat of government on lands also
claimed by Mexico. Mexican authorities apparently never attempted either to expel or to include
into their overall colonization plan these settlers who simply thought of Miller County as the
southwestern corner of Arkansas. These settlers apparently remained undeterred when the United
States government explicitly refused to issue land titles to all settlers residing south of the Red
River in its east-west configuration just west of the Great Bend. To secure valid land deeds, these
settlers turned first to the Mexican government and then to land agent Benjamin R. Milam. All
the while, they participated in Arkansas local and state elections (Harper 2012). By 1835, United
Stated Post Offices were functioning under Miller County, Arkansas in five settlements:
Jonesborough (the county seat, near the future Clarksville), Spanish Bluffs, McKinneyville, Mill
Creek, and Sulphur Fork (Rowe 2012).
In 1824, Nicholas Trammel, Indian trader, along with Andrew Davis, completed the process of
clearing Trammel’s Trace. This endeavor had begun as early as 1813 for providing passage of
wagons as the southern extension of the Southwest Trail, which originated in St. Louis (Pirtle
2011, Jaggers 1982). Trammel and Davis followed ancient trails blazed and maintained by
Caddos for several centuries prior to European contact. The longest and best documented of
these is the Hasinai Trace “a definite aboriginal trail [that] existed from the Red River southwest
into East Texas” (Perttula 1992: 26, citing Wedel 1978: 3). From systematic analysis of sixteenth
and seventeenth century Spanish accounts, Perttula has determined that the Lacane province of
Caddo speaking aboriginal people inhabited the area where the Hasinai Trace crossed Big
Cypress Bayou west of Caddo Lake through the future Marion County (Perttula 1992, citing
Thurmond 1990b; Schambach 1989: Fig. 2; Kenmotsu, Bruseth, and Corbin 1992).
This trail allowed for generally safe passage of North Americans’ large wagons and cattle herds
into the future northeastern Texas and newly developing Anglo-American colonial settlements
(Pirtle 2011; Jaggers 1982; Perttula 1992: 26, citing Williams 1979). Trammel is said to have
constructed a stockade and corral along this crossing’s north side (Tarpley 1983: 1-2). This and
other segments of this trail were intentionally cleared of all trees and brush above eight inches in
height, to permit clearance of wagon axles along the full extent of the road. This trail entered
Texas by crossing the Red River at Spanish Bluff, just south of Fulton, Arkansas. The trace
proceeded southwestward to the future location of Jefferson at the crossing of Big Cypress
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Bayou. It proceeded southward through the future Marshall to its south terminus at El Camino
Real in Nacogdoches (Pirtle 2011, Jaggers 1982).
On July 1, 1835 at Caddo Agency, northwest of Shreveport, Louisiana, the United States
government and 25 Caddo leaders signed a treaty stipulating that they cede all territory that shall
be designated as within the border of the United States for compensatory payment and that Caddo
communities relocate into territory of the Republic of Mexico lying to the west of that line.
Reinforced by an agreement with the Caddos signed in Shreveport by Texas Republic Army
Major General Thomas J. Rusk on November 29, 1838, the Republic of Texas permitted Caddos
“‘to remain on this side [east, in the United States] of the Texian line’ and allowing them ‘ten
guns for the purpose of hunting’” (Tarpley 1983: 2-4, citing Swanton 1942 and Rusk 1838).
These two treaties provided for a north-south boundary that remained unsettled between the
United States and Mexico and, after 1836 between the U.S. and the Republic of Texas. Under the
argument that lands along the west side of Ferry Lake (name used during the 1830s and early
1840s for Caddo Lake) remained under jurisdiction of the U.S. as Miller County of the Territory
of Arkansas, Caddos continued to occupy territory associated with Caddo Lake and adjoining
smaller lakes and watersheds lying northeast of the Big Cypress Bayou for several years into the
early 1840s.
On January 31, 1831, “the area that is now Marion County” was included as “part of the
Municipality of Nacogdoches.” This area to the north of Big Cypress Bayou became part of the
Tejas y Coahuila’s municipality of Red River in November 1835. This area to the Bayou’s south
remained in Nacogdoches Municipality and subsequently County until it was assigned to
Harrison County, established in January 1839 (Tarpley 1983: 4). As Texas independence was
proposed during the 1836 Washington-on-the-Brazos convention, the settlements of Red River
Municipality were represented by Richard Ellis, Samuel P. Carson, Collin McKinney, Robert
Hamilton, and Albert H. Latimer (Harper 2012) and became known as “Red River Land District.”
Once Texas independence was assured through victory at the Battle of San Jacinto, Red River
County was organized on December 18, 1837 (Tarpley 1983: 14-15) for governing the massive
area, some of which was claimed by the United States as Miller County, Arkansas. It
encompassed all of the future counties along and south of the Red River, including the future
Marion County (Harper 2012).
Texas government became organized as an independent republic consisting of 23 counties by
early 1837 (Dulin 1992:4). The newly created State of Arkansas, added to the Union in 1836, did
not yield Miller County without a legal fight. Failure to establish a county court in 1838 led to
the demise of these legal efforts (Connor 2012). James Conway, Arkansas’ first governor,
recommended that county records be removed “…to a ‘more patriotic’ area—that is, in the
United States” (Rowe 2012). The Republic of Texas Congress in November 1838 and the United
States Congress in January 1839, respectively, authorized a joint boundary commission. In spring
of 1841, the survey team completed the survey’s most difficult segment, the north-south
international boundary line through Ferry (later known as Caddo) Lake. “Owing to the peculiar
formation of the northern shore, which was much cut up by inlets and swamps…mounds were
erected. The survey party finally reached the Red River on June 24, 1841 (Tarpley 1983: 15-16),
thus rendering these lands lying to the west of this surveyed line finally being ceded to Texas
(Connor 2012).
Robert and Harriet Potter in 1837 settled a “league and labor” several miles east, part of which
was a peninsula extending southward into Caddo Lake. Having been awarded this land from
having serviced as the Republic’s first Secretary of the Navy, Potter’s homestead and associated
lands along the north shore of Caddo Lake became the nucleus of Potter’s Point, a loosely
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organized settlement, the earliest known frontier outpost within the future boundaries of Marion
County (Tarpley 1983: 36). As the Senator elected from the new Republic’s Red River Land
District in 1837, the Potter family resided on a small finger surrounded by swamps along the stilluncertain border with Miller County, Arkansas. Harriet Potter recounted her first years living on
Caddo Lake’s north shore:
“‘I lived for a year without seeing a white woman, in a country filled with [Caddo]
Indians….I was alone at the time as Col. Potter had gone to Shreveport on business
taking the hands [presumably enslaved African Americans] with him….The only
unpleasant thing to mar my peace of mind was the proximity of Indians.’ Her fear of the
Indians was explained as uneasiness about their stealing livestock and property rather
than bringing physical harm to the family” (Tarpley 1983: 18-20, citing and quoting from
Harriet Potter Ames, as documented by Hall 1941).
From this passage, one perceives that the Caddo Lake community of Caddo-speaking indigenous
people remained intact as an agricultural community through the late 1830s. It is revealed that a
small number of enslaved people worked on the Potter farm.
Sometime later, Robert Potter, upon discovering missing horses, took a squaw hostage who,
under duress, confessed that Caddos had stolen the horses. Several of Potter’s associates engaged
angry Caddos, and in the ensuing conflict two white men were killed and one was injured. To
avoid further bloodshed, the Potter family withdrew to Shreveport for six months (Tarpley 1983:
20, citing and quoting from Harriet Potter Ames, as documented by Hall 1941). These other
white men appear to have recently settled in the Potter’s Point community, in fulfillment of
Harriet’s further recounting of the frontier settlement:
“‘My husband had succeeded in interesting some people in the beautiful country near us,
and got several families to move out there and settle. They came by degrees and he
helped them in every possible way to get along until they could harvest their crops. He
was always very kind and generous to his neighbors” (Tarpley 1983: 20-21, citing and
quoting from Harriet Potter Ames, as documented by Hall 1941).
These Caddos were the last remaining Caddo-speaking indigenous people residing along the
north and northeast shores of the Ferry Lakes. Anglo-American settlement increasingly was
impinging upon these Caddo lands during the late 1830s (Perttula 1992: 42, citing Strickland
1937: 318-355). Stephen F. Austin, the most influential impresario for colonization of the state of
Coahuila y Tejas of the republic of Mexico by settlers and enslaved African Americans moving
westward from the United States “viewed the aboriginal populations of Texas as a hindrance to
the security of settlement (Barker 1925), and in general ‘early Texans excluded Indians… from
their future Texas (Doughty 1987: 31).’” Beginning in 1837, successive presidential
administrations of the Republic of Texas exacted increasingly repressive measures against
indigenous populations (Neighbours 1973, 1975) “because of the suggestion that they had
instigated or perpetuated depredations…along the East Texas frontier (Strickland 1937: 320;
Swanton 1942: 95). “By the early 1840s,..remnants of the Kadohadacho, Hasanai, and other
once-independent Caddoan tribes…had essentially been pushed out of East Texas” (Perttula
1992: 42-43).
William Pinckney Rose and his wife and daughters, who had married brothers William T. Scott
and John W. Scott were among the new arrivals to the Caddo Lake area. The Rose and Scott
families were outspoken leaders of the “Regulators,” a loosely coordinated group of landowners
having resided on the United States side of the poorly-defined border with Texas under Mexico
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between 1821 and 1836. The Regulators ostensibly were organized “to suppress crime” in this
traditionally lawless strip of border land. Following establishment of the Texas Republic, some
Regulators found their homesteads on the Texas side of the border. In Harrison County, for
which Caddo Lake and Big Cypress Bayou formed the north boundary, Rose led Regulators in
executing “several suspects before investigating their alleged transgressions” (Tarpley 1983: 21).
These vigilante killings of neighbors believed to be innocent motivated “a group of citizens to
curb the impulsiveness of the Regulators.” Organized under the identity “Moderators,” these
people rallied behind Senator Potter as one of the movement’s leaders. In 1842, Senator Potter
persuaded President Sam Houston:
“‘…to issue a proclamation calling upon all good citizens to aid him in bringing to justice
“Old [William Pinckney] Rose,” and when he returned from Austin he brought with him
this proclamation and the warrant for that criminal’s arrest. It was early in March [1842]
when my husband brought the President’s proclamation down to the [Potter’s] Point and
gathered a company of seventeen men to assist in capturing this outlaw….’” (Tarpley
1983: 20-21, citing and quoting from Harriet Potter Ames, as documented by Hall 1941).
This passage provides further evidence that multiple families were residing in the vicinity of
Potter’s Point. The following passage reveals more evidence of a growing number of enslaved
people in the area:
“When Potter went to arrest Rose, Harriet reports that ‘Old Rose was busily engaged in
supervising the work of his negroes who were clearing off a new piece of ground and
burning the brushwood upon it, piling the brush in heaps and then setting fire to it, when
he saw a number of men riding toward his house’” (Tarpley 1983: 20-21, citing and
quoting from Harriet Potter Ames, as documented by Hall 1941).
In the ensuing confusion ingeniously devised by Rose, the slaves successfully fended off the
posse, allowing their master to escape arrest. During that night, Rose and associated vigilante
Regulators attacked the Senator’s plantation. When the dust had settled and Caddo Lake had
been searched the next day, March 2, 1842, Colonel and Senator Robert Potter was nowhere to be
found. Several days later, his body was discovered on Caddo Lake. Later Rose was apprehended
and slated for trial in Nacogdoches, East Texas’ largest town, for the murder of Senator Potter.
The case, however, was dismissed due to “lack of evidence on the part of the state” and Rose was
freed. Follow-up efforts to arrest sons-in-law William T. Scott and John W. Scott, the latter
whom Reverend John H. McLean, Pastor of Jefferson Methodist Church, claims pulled the fatal
trigger, met with futility as late as 1872 (Tarpley 1983: 21-27, citing and quoting from Harriet
Potter Ames, as documented by Hall 1941, and several additional sources).
News of the sensational murder of this former Colonel and Senator swept across North America
and beyond. England’s preeminent novelist and anti-slavery advocate, Charles Dickens, offered
commentary upon hearing about Senator Potter’s murder at the hands of a political enemy as part
of the Regulator-Moderator War in the untamed Texas frontier. While visiting the United States,
Dickens recounted with considerable literary flare the entire account and proceeded to offer an
interpretation urging social reform:
“[These events reveal] the brutalizing effects of slavery, asking, ‘Do we not know that the
worst deformity and ugliness of slavery are at once the cause and effect of the reckless
license taken by these freeborn outlaws?’” (Tarpley 1983: 28, citing and quoting from
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Dickens 1970, who cited as source of the account of the murder the Shreveport Caddo
Gazette 1842).
With local judicial proceedings, property transactions, and other legal proceedings no longer
administered by Miller County in Arkansas, the far-flung frontier settlers in northeastern Texas
Republic were absorbed by Red River County, with county seat located in Clarksville (Connor
2012).
On December 17, 1840, the Texas Congress created Bowie County out of part of Red River
County, named for western frontiersman and Alamo hero James Bowie (Harper 2012), with Big
Cypress Bayou as the southern boundary. The next month, the Senator Robert Potter, prevailed
upon the nation’s government to create “for judicial purposes” Paschal County on January 28,
1841, as covering much of the area which had been assigned to Bowie County, including the
location of the future Jefferson along Big Cypress’s north bank. Prior to President Sam
Houston’s actions to have Paschal and other “judicial counties” declared unconstitutional in 1842,
several transactions of property deeds setting forth the townsite of Jefferson occurred under
Paschal County law. Following the legal demise of Paschal County, the environs of Jefferson
along the north bank of Big Cypress Bayou were returned to Bowie County (Tarpley 1983: 4).
On April 11, 1837, the family of Allen and Margaret McNeil Urquhart traveled from North
Carolina into Red River County, Texas to commence a lengthy process of acquiring property.
The Urquhart family established a plantation near Daingerfield. Allen Urquhart formally was
conveyed under authority of the Paschal County clerk the headright to a large tract of land located
along the north bank of, and at a bend in, Big Cypress Bayou on August 23, 1841. At some point
in this time frame, Urquhart opened a ferry service at the location in which Trammel’s Trace
crosses Big Cypress Bayou (Tarpley 1983:39-40).
On November 19, 1841, Urquhart acquitted a major parcel “…between Big Cypress and Black
Cypress.” In this text is one of two printed primary references of the town of Jefferson dating to
the year 1841:
‘Survey of 640 acres for Allen Urquhart the remaining part of the quantity to which he is
entitled to by virtue of certificate no. 110 issued by the bord [sic] of Land Commissioners
for the county of Red River, situated in Paschal County on the North Branch of Ferry
Lake at Jefferson” (Tarpley 1983:39-40, quoting from Texas Land Office 1841).
On this property in 1842, Urquhart, a trained surveyor (Tarpley 1983: 39-40), laid out a townsite
“with its streets running at right angles to the bayou” (Long 2020). The name “Jefferson” clearly
was being applied to this location several months prior to the creation of this platted townsite.
Urquhart’s intention was to maximize development of “…a large commercial center, with streets
running parallel to Big Cypress…to take full advantage of the river front for warehouses and
avenues to disperse cargoes from the steamboats….Urquhart envisioned his tract as the center of
commerce and navigation” (Tarpley 1983: 31, 45).
Daniel N. Alley and parents James and Catherine Alley settled along the swiftly flowing stream
eventually called Alley Creek to the northwest of the future Jefferson just prior to 1840 (Tarpley
1983: 43). Having acquired around 1840 a 586-acre parcel along the west side of Urquhart’s
tract, Daniel Alley “laid out additional streets… [comprising the Alley Addition, that] followed
the points of the compass” (Long 2020). “Alley wanted to create a genteel residential
environment…a neighborhood setting for stately homes….Since his acres lay above the head of
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navigation at the turning basin, there would be no need to place streets parallel to Big
Cypress….(Tarpley 1983: 44, 45).
Daniel’s father acquired a parcel, as described in a property deed:
“a bond for title from Levi Jordan to James Alley, dated Mar. 11, 1841, in which Jordan
refers to his ‘remaining unsold interest in the Ferry granted license and located on the
town site of Jefferson on Big Cypress near the head of Ferry Lake and known as the
Jefferson Ferry….’” (Tarpley 1983: 40, citing and quoting from Marion County 1841).
Once completed, the combined plats by Urquhart, as oriented with Big Cypress, and Alley, as
oriented with the cardinal directions, formed a “distinctive V-shaped layout” lacking a central
square. Co-founded by Urquhart and Alley, the envisioned city was named for Thomas Jefferson,
principal author of the Declaration of Independence and third President of the United States
(Long 2020). The earliest primary reference, as stated above, is “Jefferson on Big Cypress,” to
distinguish the northeastern settlement from the town of “Jefferson on Cow Bayou,” founded in
Jefferson County in southeast Texas in 1836. This reference enjoins the reference presented
above in association with Urquhart’s 640-acre parcel as the two oldest known printed references
for Jefferson.” The earliest Texas map known to have plotted a settlement known as Jefferson on
the north bank of Cypress Bayou along the south boundary of Bowie County was published by
Sidney E. Morse and Samuel Breese in 1844 (Tarpley 1983: 33-35).
Urquhart and Alley plotted the adjoining town sites that became known as Jefferson as part of an
intentional real estate strategy to take full advantage of the navigable waters of Cypress Bayou.
The earliest known permanent settler in the area was Berry H. Durham, hired by Urquhart to
operate the ferry. Urquhart, identified as “agent of Jefferson Town Company,” sold Durham a
tract of 60 acres and formalized Durham’s ferry operation (Tarpley 1983: 41-42, citing Marion
County 1842-1843).
It seems apparent that they envisioned a large number of people relocating to the newly platted
town within a short time following the legally sanctioned establishment of the Jefferson townsite.
Residents of the port settlement of Smithland lived eight miles to the east downstream from
Jefferson, also on the north bank of Big Cypress Bayou, at its confluence with Black Cypress
Creek. Arriving as early as 1838, these settlers had experienced early prosperity from some of
the first cargo boats to venture from the Red River into the network of Ferry Lakes. Many of this
settlement’s property deeds were found to be of questionable value. By contrast, Urquhart’s deed
directly from the Republic of Texas (Texas Land Office 1841) was considered sufficiently solid
to entice much of this population to relocate to the recently platted location (Tarpley 1983: 37-38,
40-41, citing Jefferson Jimblecute 1937).
In the Alley family tradition, father James and son Daniel developed a gristmill in association
with a half-mile long mill race. Daniel Alley developed the settlement of Alley’s Mills, serving as
its first postmaster during the 1850s. Much as Urquhart, Alley supported the development of
Jefferson while residing in another place (Tarpley 1983: 43).
Following arrival of the Llama, the earliest steamboat to ply Caddo Lake and Big Cypress Bayou,
sometime around New Year of 1844, this “westernmost outpost of navigation on the Red River”
quickly emerged as a river port along the south edge of Bowie County (Long 2020). Navigable
waters of Cypress Bayou, Caddo Lake, and smaller lakes connecting with the Red River were
maintained year-round by a massive log-jam of trees and brush called the “Red River Raft.”
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The Texas-Arkansas boundary soon became legally established when Texas was annexed as a
state of the United States in 1845 (Connor 2012). On April 25, 1846, Bowie County’s south area
north of Big Cypress was formed into Cass County (Tarpley 1983: 4), with Jefferson as the
county seat. In that year, a post office was opened in Jefferson. On March 20, 1848, the port
town was incorporated, with its charter adopted in 1850. The Jefferson Democrat became the
town’s first newspaper in 1847, with its second news periodical, the Jimplecute, established in
1848, endures as among the oldest continuously operating newspapers in Texas (Long 2020).
River trade focused on New Orleans, resulting in increased numbers of steamboats exchanging
agricultural produce for a vast array of furniture, dry goods, and luxury items from the East Coast
and beyond (Atkins 2020). Big Cypress Bayou was further improved for unimpeded passage of
vessels, creating Northeast Texas’ “leading commercial and distribution center” by the late 1840s
(Long 2020).
The City of Jefferson was incorporated by the Texas State Legislature on March 20, 1848. With
the election of S. H. Ellis as the first mayor in 1850, the municipal government, following a twoyear delay, finally was functioning under its first charter. Five aldermen served alongside the
mayor to pass ordinances for maintaining cleanliness and order and for levying taxes (Tarpley
1983: 60-61, citing Gammel 1898: III: 422-424; Cooner 1965, and Jefferson Herald 1854).
During the 1850s Jefferson “became the commercial conduit for frontier Texas…[and] the
favored inland Texas port for the deposit and transport of North Texas agricultural produce”
(Atkins 2020) throughout the antebellum period. An example illustrating the economic impact on
North Texas of this inland port is found in discourse of Kaufman County, located in North Texas
adjoining the east line of Dallas County. For this frontier area’s growing number of cotton and
grain producers during the 1850s, the nearest market town with regional transportation
connecting with the rest of the United States was Jefferson, Texas, located more than 177
kilometers (110 miles) east of Kaufman County. Neither the Trinity River and its perennial
branches, nor the Red River were navigable (Minor 2019). For the late 1850s, the Texas
Almanac lists for the area in process of being authorized as Marion County “seven manufacturing
establishments…: Two saw mills, two bell foundries, a leather tannery, and two factories for
agricultural implements” (Texas Almanac 1965). One of these factories was the J. S. Nash and
Company, built in 1847, 18 miles west of Jefferson, whose foundry produced “‘everything from a
stove to a wagon box’” (Cooner 1965: 26-27). Built four miles west of Jefferson in 1848 was
“The firm of Lockett and Stewart [which manufactured] crude plows in a small repair
shop….Production was diversified in the 1850s and cast iron stoves, cooking utensils, and
cowbells were offered for sale” (Tarpley 1983: 68-69, citing Cooner 1965: 27)
Swanson’s Landing was a frontier settlement occupied on the south shore of the Ferry Lakes
since before 1840 in the southeastern area of the future Marion County (Tarpley 1983: 36). In
1858, this community became the origin point for Cass County’s first railroad. The Texas
Western Railroad Company, reorganized after 1862 as Southern Pacific Railroad Company (with
no corporate relationship to the Southern Pacific Company of the middle and late twentieth
century), commenced laying track in Swanson’s Landing. By the next year, the locally owned
rail line was completed southward to within one mile of Marshall, county seat of Harrison
County. The primary official of the railroad, William T. Scott, opened the railroad in January
1858 by hitching two box cars and one flat car to a team of oxen, because it had not yet acquired
a steam engine. Regular service with steam engines into the City of Marshall commenced in
1859 (Tarpley 1983: 57-58, citing Anonymous 1947: 5-6; Zlatkovich 1981: 26).
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The source references did not identify whether this William T. Scott is the same person as the coleader of the Regulators group in the Republic of Texas era and a suspect in participating in the
assassination of Senator Robert Potter. It is of interest that the Rose and Scott families resided
somewhere near Caddo Lake. By establishing this railroad company in Swanson’s Landing,
Scott clearly was attempting to develop a river port and railroad center at which cargoes might be
off-loaded from the docks on Caddo Lake directly onto freight trains with access throughout
Texas to the west and to the rest of the United States to the east. Swanson’s Landing would
appear to represent a challenge to Jefferson as the preeminent town of southeastern Cass County.
As Jefferson developed, organizations of religious focus began to take shape among the
population. Jefferson’s religious endeavors initiated prior to the Civil War were, in chronological
order, Methodist, Cumberland Presbyterian, Baptist, and Episcopal.
Jefferson’s first known church was formed by the East Texas Conference of the Methodist
Church. The congregation, under the pastorate of Reverend James Baldridge, began regular
Sunday worship in 1844. By 1845, the Jefferson church had emerged as the largest in the
Conference. The church erected its first sanctuary in 1848, with an expanded chapel built on this
and adjoining lots in 1860. A bell containing 1,500 Mexican silver dollars contributed by
members was installed (Tarpley 1983: 65-67, citing Burnett 1954: 7-8, 18, 50).
In March 1855, Jefferson Baptist Church was organized primarily around the extensive family of
plantation owner Williamson Freeman. Reverend George B. Tucker was the first pastor. He was
succeeded by Reverend David Browning Culberson, father of attorneys David Culberson and
James Culberson and grandfather of future Texas Governor Charles A. Culberson. Early
meeting-places included: Freeman Hall plantation house, Judge Patillo’s School, and the
Methodist sanctuary. Under its next pastor, Reverend C. S. McCloud, the Baptists built a brick
sanctuary between 1861 and 1864. (Tarpley 1983: 67-68, citing Bailey 1980).
Reverend Solomon Awalt organized the Jefferson Cumberland Presbyterian Church between
1846 and 1850. The congregation erected a frame structure (Tarpley 1983: 65-67, citing Burnett
1954: 7-8, 18, 50). On June 8, 1860, Christ Episcopal Church was organized at the Cumberland
Presbyterian sanctuary during a meeting of sixteen Jeffersonians presided by Bishop Alex Gregg.
Their sanctuary was eventually built in the west side, i.e. the “Alley Addition,” of Jefferson.
With Governor Sam Houston’s signature, the law creating Marion County from the southern part
of Cass County and “…a small area south of Big Cypress between Jefferson and Caddo Lake”
(Tarpley 1983: 5) was passed by the Texas Legislature on February 8, 1860. It was named in
honor of the “Swamp Fox,” Francis Marion, a hero of the American Revolutionary War. With
Jefferson named the county seat, all legal affairs could be executed locally, without requiring
lengthy trips by horse-drawn vehicle to the Cass County seat of Linden. Cass County officials
earlier had removed the seat of county government from Jefferson in 1852 (Adkins 2020).
Marion County’s southern borders were extended once more at the expense of Harrison County
on March 30, 1874 to take in the totality of Big Cypress Bayou’s south bank area (Tarpley 1983:
5), thereby causing the location of county legislative and judicial activity to be situated in a more
central location of Marion County.
The 1860 United States Census reported Marion County with 3,977 people, of which 2,017 were
enslaved African Americans (Tarpley 1983: 82, citing Bullard 1965). Of the 1,960 free whites
(Tarpley 1983: 82, citing Bullard 1965), 213 persons owned slaves and constituted 60 percent of
the wealth of the newly created Marion County. These families operated plantations that
produced an abundance of cotton and various grain crops. In 1860, 51 percent of the population
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was enslaved (Adkins 2020). More than 90 percent of the residents of newly minted Marion
County had migrated primarily from states of the Deep South and the border states of Tennessee,
Arkansas, and Missouri (Adkins 2020). Birthplaces of Marion County’s residents included
France, Poland, England, Ireland, Scotland, Prussia, Bavaria, other locations within greater
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and Russia (Tarpley 1983: 82-83, citing Bullard 1965). Although
Tarpley (1983: 94) from an unprovided source asserts that Jefferson’s 1860 population had
attained 1,988 inhabitants, the town of Jefferson had an official Census population of 899, which
included 266 enslaved African Americans, according to the U. S. Census. It had grown at a less
rapid rate than had the towns of Marshall, Sulphur Springs, or Dallas (Tarpley 1983: 68, citing
Cooner 1965: 26, quoting Texas Almanac 1965).
With such relatively high numbers of enslaved people and of recorded owners of slaves, it is thus
not surprising that Marion County citizens voted in the popular support for the “Ordinance of
Texas Secession” (Adkins 2020), 467 for, and 0 against (Tarpley 1983: 82). More than 500 men
from Jefferson and Marion County served in the Confederate Army (Tarpley 1983: 91, citing
Bullard 1965). Their efforts were vigorously supported by Jefferson’s churches and local
governments. The most notable companies and other military organizations to have come from
Marion County were: the Jefferson Guards, also known as the “Dead-Shot Rangers,” the
Jefferson Light Guard, Colonel W. B. Ochitree’s unit, and the Marion Rifles (Tarpley 1983:8289).
The closest conflict was the Battle of Mansfield on April 8, 1864 approximately 100 miles
southeast of Jefferson in Louisiana. With Confederate forces victorious under General Dick
Taylor in halting Northern movement toward Texas, several Jeffersonians fought in the fierce
conflict, with Captain John K. Cocke and Gus Durrum being among the fatalities (Tarpley 1983:
92-94, 132 citing Johnson 1958: 135; Blessington 1968: 2, and Bullard 1965).
Since no battles took place near Jefferson, the impact of the Civil War on infrastructure was
solely the stimulated construction and burgeoning staffing of numerous industrial production
plants (Adkins 2020). As one of the Confederacy’s leading supply depots for military assets in
the Trans-Mississippi Department, Jefferson received Confederate Army officers and
quartermasters as they were re-supplied with materiel. Several of these officers, along with their
troops, stimulated Jefferson’s economic development while being stationed at the 33rd Texas
Cavalry at Camp Maxey, on the banks of Caddo Lake 20 miles east of town, and at Nutt’s Spring
Camp, two miles from Caddo Lake, a large facility under the command of Captain Nutt that
“became the principal rendezvous station for troops moving into Louisiana” (Tarpley 1983: 95,
citing Winsor 1978: 27). The Confederate Army, additionally staffed substantial supply depots
among the docks and wharves comprising the port of Jefferson. Transient populations ballooned
with refugees flooding in from war-torn areas of Missouri and states east of the Mississippi River
(Tarpley 1983: 94, 132, citing Cooner 1965: 52).
Marion County’s manufacturing companies that had developed during the 1850s alongside the
success of the port won several lucrative government contracts from the national government of
the Confederate States of America (Adkins 2020). As the Civil War unfolded, the Federal
blockade caused widespread shortages. This stimulated the expansion of manufacturing in the
Jefferson area (Tarpley 1983: 89). Because of uneven access to eastern manufacturers, these
Marion County industrial manufacturers expanded and prospered throughout and just following
the Civil War (Adkins 2020).
In 1863, a Jefferson shoe factory supervised by Captain A. U. Wright, assistant quartermaster
general, procured hides from the J. B. Dunn meat-packing plant for supplying the footwear needs
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of the Confederate Quartermasters Clothing Bureau. This meat-packing firm provided beef to
Confederate Army soldiers (Tarpley 1983: 89, citing Cooner 1965: 54), some of which was
packaged as tinned beef for the post commissaries. Several additional factories manufactured
boots and shoes used by the soldiers (Long 2020), culminating in Jefferson emerging as Texas’
leading manufacturing center for shoes by 1870 (Tarpley 1983: 89). Another manufactured
product taking advantage of by-products from Jefferson’s thriving meat-packing industry was
soap and candles from beef tallow. Heavily used in Confederate military hospitals, Jefferson
candles were said to “sustain a flame for almost eight hours,” considerably longer than most
candles (Tarpley 1983: 91, citing Bullard 1965).
Associated with abundant iron ore in the area, Kelly Iron Works, a long-time successful producer
of agricultural implements smelted from northeast Texas iron ore, manufactured cannon balls and
rifles. These war materiel were supplies for the Confederate States Ordinance Department.
(Adkins 2020).
With defeat of the Confederacy and onset of occupation by Federal troops, Jefferson suffered
only slight economic downturn following almost immediately by an economic boom (Long
2020). “Jefferson entered a period of unsurpassed prosperity” (Tarpley 1983: 95). Steamboats
continued to provide lucrative economic benefits. In 1867 Jefferson installed artificial lighting
which utilized natural gas. In 1868, a local manufacturer began marketing commercial-scale
refrigeration under which was produced artificially made ice for widespread distribution (Long
2020).
A massive fire devastated the downtown area of Jefferson in 1868, decimating the central
business district. According to an article in the New York Times (1868), the fire started in the
rear of the Rosenbaum Confectionary, located along the east edge of Vale Street and the south
side of West Dallas Street. According to an account written more than six decades later, the
“devastating blaze… [originated in] “‘a shanty at the southeast corner of Dallas and Vale
Streets…. [It] swept eastward and destroyed more than half the business district within two
hours…. Buildings were destroyed, creating some of the vacant lots and lots occupied by frame
houses seen in the business district today’” (Tarpley 1983, citing Marshall News Messenger
1936).
The confectionary was situated in the southeast corner lot of South Vale at West Dallas. This
location lies along the east edge of this investigation’s survey area. The iconic Excelsior House,
which today remains among Texas’s two oldest continuously operating hotels, the other being
San Antonio’s Menger Hotel, was saved from the flames. Resulting from this disaster was a city
ordinance mandating all replacement buildings in the business district to be constructed of brick
instead of flammable wood frame (Tarpley 1983).
For the first several years of the Reconstruction era, Jefferson experienced relatively little control
by Federal occupying forces. That changed with the aftermath of the vigilante murder of George
Washington Smith on October 4, 1869 (Adkins 2020), a veteran of the Federal Army who had
relocated from Kingsbury, New York to Jefferson, where he and his uncle opened a mercantile
business. Washington voiced “outspoken advocacy of black equality.” With overwhelming
African American votes, he was elected as Jefferson’s delegate to the Constitutional Convention
of 1868-69. Following a Republican gathering, gunfire erupted. Washington fired, injuring two
attackers, for which he was arrested and jailed. More than 70 whites, under auspices of the
Knights of the Rising Sun (with Ku Klux Klan similarities), overpowered Federal guards and
murdered Washington and two black fellow prisoners. In the ensuing “Stockade Case,” most of
the perpetrators were acquitted (Odintz 2020).
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Resulting from these notorious proceedings, a large company of Federal soldiers were sent to the
“Stockade” post to control Marion County. With support of the county’s African American
majority, Republicans generally sympathetic to Freedmen causes dominated county government
until 1882, when the Commissioners Court was returned to Democratic control. Marion County
continued voting Republican in presidential races until blacks became largely disfranchised in
1898 (Adkins 2020).
Enhanced Federal control failed to dampen the booming economy being enjoyed by the
commercial enterprises predominantly owned by Jefferson’s traditional “Old-South” population.
Massive rebuilding of business establishments with brick in fire-resistant manner included
expansion of the Excelsior House with a brick component and erection of new wharves along Big
Cypress Bayou. Jefferson’s overall annual trade value exploded from $3 million to $8 million
between 1867 and 1870 (Long 2020). Cotton being loaded onto steamboats for shipment to
Shreveport and New Orleans increased from about 50,000 bales to 76,238 bales in 1872 (Adkins
2020). Population skyrocketed between 1860 and 1870 from officially 899 to 4,180, due in large
measure to absence of military conflicts in the region combined with unusually lucrative military
contracts for supplying weapons and materials in support of the war. In 1870, Jefferson was
Texas’s sixth largest city, behind, in descending order, Galveston, San Antonio, Houston,
Brownsville, and Austin (Tarpley 1983: 94, citing Cooner 1965: 52). Its massive docks, wharves,
and newly rebuilt all-brick warehouses assured its position as Texas’ largest inland port, the
state’s second largest (just behind Galveston) port in volume of commerce in Texas (Long 2020),
and the state’s second largest – behind Galveston – in overall commerce and industrial production
(Tarpley 1983: 94, citing Cooner 1965: 52). Of all river and seaports in the Confederacy,
Jefferson provided “the lowest cost for military transportation at five cents a mile by boat in 1865
in comparison to six cents charged by wagon freight, twenty-five cents by railroads, and forty
cents by stage coaches (Tarpley 1983: 94, citing Winsor 1978: 51).
The decade of the 1870s marks the zenith of Jefferson’s influence on Texas and the American
Southwest. For many years extending to prior to the Civil War, Jefferson exerted monopoly over
interregional trade characterizing 20 northeast and north Texas counties (Adkins 2020). By the
early 1870s, Jefferson’s iconic brick building code resulting from the City government’s
measures to prevent another fire disaster that had crippled downtown commerce in 1868 had led
to the architectural development of quite an impressive cultural landscape. The diverse houses of
worship highlighting the City’s 1870s skyline included tall steeples, clock towers, and bell towers
crowning First Methodist Church (founded in 1844), the Cumberland Presbyterian Church
(established between 1846 and 1850), Christ Episcopal Church, Immaculate Conception Catholic
Church, and Hebrew Sinai Congregation Synagogue, and Union Missionary Baptist Church.
As Jefferson entered its “golden age” as Texas second largest port and sixth largest city, new
organizations of religious focus were established in reflecting the ever-increasing volume and
diversity of the City-s burgeoning population. Jefferson’s religious endeavors initiated resulting
from influx of factory workers during industrial expansion during and just following the Civil
War were, in chronological order, Roman Catholic, African American Baptist, and Jewish.
Jeffersonians of the Catholic faith began gathering in 1863 for parishioners’ homes. The first
known mass was celebrated by French immigrant Father Jean Marie Giraud. The congregation
comprised about 22 parishioners (Tarpley 1983: 90, citing Immaculate Conception Church n.d.).
Allen Urquhart and James M. Murphy sold and/or donated lots to Bishop Claudius M. Dubuis of
the Galveston Diocese for building and consecrating Immaculate Conception Catholic Church of
Jefferson (Tarpley 1983: 68, citing McKay and Spellings 1936: 16, 22) in 1866. The first months
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of masses in the new church were attended by about 50 communicants. By 1869, the parish had
constructed a two-story building for a convent, hospital, and St. Mary’s School (Tarpley 1983:
90, citing Immaculate Conception Church n.d.).
The first Jewish resident of Jefferson was Israel Leavitt, who built and opened a “kitchen house”
or tavern between Dallas and Lake Streets. This location likely is within or near this
investigation’s survey area. This substantial building served as the first Cass County Courthouse
during Jefferson’s first stint as a county seat. With each having established a business enterprise
in Jefferson, six additional citizens and associated families of Jewish heritage are found on the
U.S. Census of 1850. During the 1850s, the Hebrew Benevolent Association of Jefferson was
founded to establish the Mount Sinai Cemetery, the fourth oldest Jewish cemetery in Texas. At
some time during the late 1850s or 1860s, one suspects that Jewish citizens of Jefferson began
holding religious observances on shabbat and high holy days. The Jefferson Hebrew Society was
created at some point in time, paving the way for formalizing religious services. On June 2,
1873, Hebrew Sinai Congregation was organized (Tarpley 1983: 185-186). In 1875, Sinai
Hebrew Congregation acquired the two-story convent-hospital-school as part of its synagogue
(Tarpley 1983: 91, citing Immaculate Conception Church n.d.). This represents Texas’ second
oldest synagogue, with only Houston’s synagogue older, having been founded in 1854 (Tarpley
1983: 185-187).
The earliest African American congregation in Jefferson was Union Baptist Church, established
by African American freedmen with assistance of their Jewish neighbors on Sand Hill and from
members of First Baptist Church, from which many parishioners were transferring membership,
in 1866 (Texas State Historical Marker 2015; Long 2020; Tarpley 1983: 68, citing Bailey 1980).
Meanwhile, the congregations founded prior to the war continued to grow and influence the
people of Jefferson. On May 7, 1872, the Southern Baptist Convention opened its annual meeting
at First Baptist Church of Jefferson. Worship services and business sessions proceeded for
several succeeding days. This represented the denomination’s first national convocation west of
the Mississippi River (Tarpley 1983: 68, 167). In 1872 the Cumberland Presbyterian Church of
Jefferson built a sanctuary complete with “intricate brick designs and a towering spire topped by
a globe…clock faces [were] painted on the four sides of the base of the steeple.” In May 1875,
the Cumberland Presbyterian general assembly was held in the newly completed largest sanctuary
in Jefferson. This represented the Cumberland Presbyterian denomination’s first national annual
meeting in Texas. Out-of-state delegates were provided “free excursion throughout Texas by the
railroads” (Tarpley 1983: 66-67, citing McKay and Spellings 1936: 16-17 and Moseley 1946: 416). It remains unknown as to whether out-of-state messengers to the Southern Baptist
Convention three years earlier also had received free rail passage.
The question as to why Jefferson did not continue growing and developing into an impacting
twentieth century population and distribution center remains a fertile ground for historical
research projects, often resulting in dissertations for advanced academic degrees. There occurred
two key events: (1) Elimination of the Great Red River Raft, and (2) Opening of the Texas and
Pacific Railroad segment of a great transcontinental rail network.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers utilized nitroglycerin charges to remove the Red River Raft
(Long 2020). Opening the main channels of the Red River and its major tributary rivers north of
Shreveport lowered the waters to the west of Caddo Lake, “making the trip to Jefferson difficult,
particularly in times of drought.”
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In November 1873, the final log-jam comprising the once-massive blockage of the Red River to
the north of Shreveport was dislodged. The Great Red River Raft originated from driftwood
resulting from woodland clearing operations by Caddo agriculturalists several centuries prior to
European contact. This blockage of fallen trees and disposed brush likely was enhanced with the
considerable impact of clearing of forestlands by frontier settlers, beginning in the 1820s in the
Great Bend area of Missouri and later Arkansas territories, and Anglo-American colonization of
northeastern Coahuila y Tejas, Mexico. This massive blockage had kept waters at a constant
level, clear of snags and silt, in Caddo Lake and the smaller lakes and bayous comprising the
navigable waterway connecting Jefferson’s docks and wharves with the Red River and on into the
Mississippi and the Gulf of Mexico. Beginning in 1832 under U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
Captain Henry Miller Shreve, the federal government funded numerous efforts to remove the raft.
Work came to a halt with onset of the Civil War but was resumed in 1872 when Congress was
finally sufficiently financially able to resume the massive project. With the availability of
nitroglycerin explosives for “breaking large timbers into small pieces that would float
downriver,” the raft at last could be irreversibly reduced in size. Prior to the war, the use of black
powder was of limited effect, causing the raft to grow back almost as rapidly as it could be
removed. With nitroglycerin, progress was rapid (Tarpley 1983: 125-133, citing Tyson 1981: 7273, 91-100; Dorsey 1941: 167, 171; Cowdrey n.d.: 23, and Hunter 1949: 194-195). The
Shreveport Times reported:
“‘Last Thursday the steamer Aid pulled out the last of the river raft and steamed up to
Spring Bank twelve miles above Barge Town at the head of the old raft. Navigation is
now open to the main river strait’” (Tarpley 1983: 133, quoting the Shreveport Times,
Nov. 29, 1873).
As soon as the Raft was removed, water levels in Caddo Lake and Big Cypress Bayou dropped to
levels which exposed more snags and deposits of silt having been deposited over many decades
of farming upstream. Accessibility to the port of Jefferson suddenly became considerably
limited. During drought conditions, waters in the Bayou could not support even the shallowestdraft boats.
The Texas and Pacific Railway completed its first north-south line connecting Marshall and
Texarkana but bypassing Jefferson. In July 1873, the Railway’s parallel line did finally provide
rail access to Jefferson but with substantially less interregional impact (Long 2020). The most
negative effect brought about by interregional rail service in 1873 and for several years thereafter
was that local farmers throughout northeastern and northern Texas changed from shipping their
cotton bales and corn harvests by ox-drawn wagons to Jefferson’s wharves to loading their
products on freight cars at nearby depots in their home counties (Tarpley 1983).
With its main east-west segment connecting Shreveport via Marshall and Longview and Dallas,
the Texas and Pacific Railway joined other rail lines in connecting the continent with east-west
routes linking North Texas agricultural producers with eastern and western markets of the United
States. Jefferson business leaders and local historians for several succeeding decades of the late
nineteenth through the mid-twentieth centuries assigned blame for the negative effects wrought
upon Jefferson railroad developments upon railroad executive Jay Gould, one of the Gilded Age’s
most dominant economic leaders. The first entry ascribed to Gould in the Excelsior Hotel’s guest
register appears on December 18, 1881. A later entry on January 2 introduces the famous curse
allegedly ascribed to Gould:
“Monday January 2, 1882 [image of a bird, popularly interpreted as a blue jay] Gould
New York City X” in cursive. The next line is “End of Jefferson, Texas X…[in another
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place is written] Grass will grow in your streets, and bats will roost in your belfries”
(Excelsior House 1881-1882).
No independent evidence can be found that Gould actually visited Jefferson, enabling his stay at
the Excelsior. Intensive research by historians demonstrates that Jay Gould’s actual signature and
handwriting fail to resemble the style found in the Excelsior guest register. In reality, the Texas
and Pacific Railroad had been serving Jefferson since July 1873, and Mr. Gould did not acquire
the company until 1881. If fact, Gould his one confirmed visit to Jefferson on April 21, 1890, as
head of the Texas and Pacific. The Fort Worth Gazette reported Jay Gould’s remarks during his
visit to Jefferson:
“…After viewing the natural advantages and resources of the dormant wealth of
Jefferson [Jay Gould] remarked that it was destined to become the iron city of the South
and the grandest industrial city of the State of Texas….The raw material was practically
inexhaustible, wood for all the wooden products, cotton for all the cotton products, and
iron for all the iron products and said that its navigation would place its freight rates on a
par with Houston or Galveston….The natural advantages are greater here than any
interior Texas city” (Tarpley 1983: 174, citing the Fort Worth Gazette).
Long (2020) concludes, “…reports that Gould placed a curse on the town are completely
unfounded. He did not acquire the Texas and Pacific until the early 1880s,” a decade after that
company’s exclusion of Jefferson from its main east-west and north-south lines.
On January 19, 1877, Abraham Rothschild and Bessie Moore checked into the Brooks House
Hotel on the east side of North Vale Street. Rothchild and “Diamond Bessie” walked down Vale
Street and eventually walked on a pedestrian bridge across Big Cypress Bayou. Several days
later, Moore was found murdered in the wooded area near the Bayou’s south bank. With
Rothchild indicted for the murder, a series of celebrated trials resulted in a ruling of “not guilty”
by a jury. With the case never being solved, Diamond Bessie Moore was buried in the town’s
main cemetery, Oakwood, and remains to this day one of Jefferson’s most popular tourist
attractions (Tarpley 1873: 136-150).
By the 1880s, Jefferson clearly had fallen into economic decline. Only a few steamboats were
equipped to make regular runs in such shallow waters. Farmers residing in the 20 counties across
North Texas who once had hired ox-drawn wagons to bring their produce to the wharves of
Jefferson, were routinely loading their cotton and other harvested produce onto nearby trains
bound eastward, southward, and northward to America’s major redistribution centers. A
supplementary census recorded 7,297 residents in 1872, the city’s highest officially recorded
population (Tarpley 1983: 152, citing Cooner 1965: 81). Just eight years later, the population of
Jefferson plummeted to 3,260 inhabitants (Long 2020), thus indicating dramatic decline due to
collapse of shipping from the once-crowded docks and wharves.
The decade of the 1870s witnessed considerably increased participation in agricultural activity
kin Marion County. During these years of decline in the city of Jefferson, the county’s
population rose from 8,562 in 1870 to 10,983 in 1880 (Tarpley 1983: 152, citing Texas Almanac
1981). From assuming the Jefferson numbers represent the urban component, calculations of
these populations result in the County’s urban population percentage having plummeted from
nearly 85 percent in the early 1870s to 29.7 percent in 1880. It drops further to 26 percent in
1900. As the long-term plantation owners gradually lost economic power, Marion County’s
farms and the people residing on them skyrocketed from 186 during the 1870s to 1,063 in the
1880s. By the end of the nineteenth century, agricultural production featured the cultivation of
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cotton and corn and the husbandry of cattle and swine. Marion County “began to resemble more
nearly the other rural counties contiguous to it” (Adkins 2020).
With discovery of oil and natural gas in Marion County in 1910 (Adkins 2020), Jefferson’s
economy generally improved for the next 30 years. From 1910 to 1920, 60 new businesses,
including 11 manufacturers, had opened in the county. Motor vehicles more than doubled from
541 in 1923 to 1,222 in 1928. Record production was achieved in 1926 of 9,638 bales of cotton
and 57,000 bushels of corn (Adkins 2020).
The Great Depression wiped out 70 percent of manufacturing and 32 percent of businesses in
general in Marion County. A total of 828 formerly employed citizens of the County were forced
onto relief rolls. By 1933, automobile ownership had declined 20 percent. In response, federally
funded programs of the “New Deal” provided numerous public works jobs in developing the
newly created Caddo Lake State Park (1933-1937) and other local projects staffed by workers
hired through the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) (Adkins 2020). By 1940, Jefferson had
3,800 residents, 12 percent more than in 1930, and 150 business establishments (Adkins 2020;
Long 2020). Unemployment declined by 70 percent between 1935 and 1940. By 1941, 87
percent more businesses had been opened and 41 percent more motor vehicle registrations had
been reported (Adkins 2020).
Population levels again declined during the next 30-year time frame. Population had been
reduced in 1970 to 3,203, with only 75 businesses (Long 2020), a reduction of more than 80
percent of the farms. If these 223 remaining agricultural properties, 205 were exclusively for
cattle. Of these, only 65 derived income from livestock sales in excess of $2,500. However,
manufacturing firms increased from seven to 26, although average number of employees per
manufacturer was less than ten (Adkins 2020).
The 2000 census recorded 2,024 inhabitants for Jefferson (Long 2020), reflecting yet additional
depopulation. Agriculture, timbering, and manufacturing remained static over most of these
years. By 2002, there existed 252 farms and ranches, from which were harvested hay, beef cattle,
goats, 11, 652,000 cubic feet of pinewood, and 1,805,000 cubic feet of hardwood. Petroleum
products also comprised a significant component of the County’s income. In 2004 4,735,632
cubic feet of natural gas and more than 181,000 barrels of oil were produced (Adkins 2020).
The tourism industry of Marion County substantially increased, with steadily greater usages of
recreational facilities at Caddo Lake State Park and Lake o’ the Pines in western Marion County.
Since the end of World War II to recent years, Jefferson’s predominant industries have been
tourism and hospitality. Between 1976 and 1984 was experienced 79 percent increase in taxable
income total. Between 1970 and 1980, 182 percent increase in motor vehicle registrations
occurred. As of 1983, tourism-related service and retail comprised 67 percent of the employed
jobs in Marion County, 12 percent higher than found in 1964 (Adkins 2020).
In 1971, 47 blocks of mid-nineteenth century residences, houses of worship, and commercial
buildings were listed as a historic district on the National Register. Several of these landmarks
within the district, including the Excelsior and Planters Bank and Warehouse, have been
nominated on their own merits as NRHP listed properties. Since then, more than ten additional
buildings, structures, and archaeological sites have been added to the NRHP (NRHP; Long 2020).
Another iconic landmark visited by thousands of tourists is the Jay Gould Railroad Car, the
meticulously restored palatial quarters of one of the United States’ preeminent financial barons of
the Gilded Age. The Jessie Allen Wise Garden Club acquired the decaying historic object during
the 1950s during the height of local sentiment that Gould had pronounced his curse on Jefferson.
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Official Texas state historical markers have been installed at dozens of Recorded Texas Historical
Landmarks (RTHL) and additional historic places. As of the 1970s, approximately 90 historical
markers existed in Jefferson, more than for any other town of its size in the state (Tarpley 1983).
Substantially more state markers have been added during the past 40 years. Since 1940, these
landmarks have formed the focus for Jefferson’s annual three-day Pilgrimage Celebration, held
every spring. Festivities comprising the spring pilgrimage since 1955 have included reenactment
of the Diamond Bessie Murder Trial, performed in the Jefferson Playhouse, the iconic theater in
the adaptively re-used original Hebrew Sinai Congregation Synagogue (Tarpley 1983).

RESEARCH DESIGN
Sphere 3 performed all necessary cultural resources investigations in connection with the City of
Jefferson 48-Inch RCP (Pipeline) replacement along Vale Street construction undertaking. These
investigations were conducted to locate prehistoric and historic cultural resources sites within the
property, to delineate the vertical and horizontal extent of each site, and to make
recommendations, that is, preliminary evaluations of each site's integrity and potential for SAL
designation and/or NRHP eligibility.
Prior to initiating the fieldwork, Sphere 3 acquired a Texas Antiquities Permit. Sphere 3
conducted a records search for SALs, Historic Markers, properties listed on or eligible for
inclusion in the NRHP, previously recorded sites documented at TARL, as officially managed by
THC, previous survey reports available online through the Texas Archeological Site Atlas
(TASA). Topographic maps, historic hand drawn maps, aerial images, and Google Earth imagery
from the past 148 years were analyzed for modern and historic impacts to the property.
The pedestrian cultural resources survey relied on both visual examination and
The visual examination focused on areas with exposed soil surfaces (e.g., tire
disturbances, etc.). Sphere 3 will conduct a 100-percent intensive pedestrian
survey where three parallel transects were walked within this relatively narrow
replacement ROW.

shovel testing.
tracks, animal
archaeological
linear pipeline

To examine subsurface soils for cultural resources, Sphere 3 conducted shovel testing where
conditions permit. Shovel testing will not be possible within the paved portion of the project
area. However, a thin strip of unpaved ground surface along the west side of South Vale Street
and the unpaved wooded portion of the project area extending southeast of the intersection of
South Vale Street and West Dallas Street are able to be shovel tested. To meet the unusually high
expectations of discovery of buried artifacts and features, shovel testing shall be conducted at 10
meter intervals along the centerline of the pipeline corridor, resulting in four standard-program
shovel tests. This far exceeds the minimum standard shovel testing required for this size of
project area.
All shovel tests were to measure 30 cm x 30 cm and were excavated in 10 cm levels down to the
clay substrate with the deepest test at 120 cmbs. The excavated matrix was screened through a
0.635 cm (0.25 in) wire mesh screen. Shovel test locations were recorded with a GPS capable of
one meter (3.28 feet) accuracy. For each shovel test unit, notes were made in the shovel test form
of soil color, texture, and extent of soil layers and of the maximum depth.
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Upon finding an artifact, shovel tests were to be excavated solely within the project area
boundaries until the site limits could be delineated using surface features/artifacts, property
boundaries, or two consecutive negative shovel tests. Surface features were to be mapped with a
GPS. Photos were to be taken of the site area. A soil profile was to be described from a positive
shovel test on the site, and a State of Texas Archeological Site Data Form would be completed for
each new site discovered. Sub-surface artifacts were to be collected by shovel test number and 10
cm (3.9 in) level.
In the case of a historic site for which an unusual abundance of certain classes of non-diagnostic
fragments of bottle glass, iron, brick, or other common material are found on the surface, only
representative samples shall be required to be collected and curated in accordance with State
Antiquities Permit guidelines. All diagnostic historic and other historic cultural objects recovered
during investigations that do not meet these criteria, as well as all prehistoric cultural objects,
were collected.
Following completion of the field survey, all collected artifacts were washed, cataloged and
analyzed to determine cultural affiliation. Site forms, artifacts, maps and photographs, along with
documents containing other field data shall be curated at TARL in Austin, Texas.

RESULTS
This cultural resource investigation was conducted under the Antiquities Code of Texas. Funds
were provided by the United Stated Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
The cultural resources investigations for the proposed development included an analysis of
topographic maps and aerial imagery from the past 148 years followed by an intensive pedestrian
survey with shovel testing. Soil profiles of all excavated shovel tests are found in Appendix A:
Table 1. Four historic era archaeological sites (41MR296, 41MR297, 41MR298, and 41MR299)
were located during the survey. Field specimens are recorded in Appendix A: Tables 2
through 5. Shovel test forms and other archival materials containing documentation comprising
the Texas Antiquities Permit No. 9597 project shall be curated at TARL. Only a sample of
structural materials (including unidentified nails, brick, and concrete), for which an abundant
amount was found and collected, will be submitted to TARL for curation. Modern trash and/or
other objects determined to be less than 50 years of age will also be excluded from curation.

IMAGERY AND TOPOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
The earliest maps of Jefferson, TX that were found were historic hand drawn maps from 1872
(one close up of the project area and one view of the larger city) and 1890 (Figures 5, 6, and 7).
These maps revealed that South Vale Street use to extend southeast beyond the intersection with
West Dallas Street through the forested section of the project area to end at Lake Street. The
1872 map revealed the presence of large, likely brick, buildings lining the west and east side of
South Vale Street throughout the project area (Figure 5). The map from 1890 revealed that these
structures appear to have been demolished as this map shows no structures standing adjacent to
the portion of South Vale Street in the project area (Figure 7).
A 1958 aerial image shows the Jefferson Hotel, the structures that are currently the Taste of
Caddo restaurant, and the Kahn Hotel and Coffee Shop that border the portion of the project area
along South Vale to the east, northeast, and northwest, respectively (Figure 8). No clearly visible
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structures were found to be standing along the west side of South Vale Street between the
intersections with West Austin Street and West Dallas Street. A structure is shown to adjoin the
south side of West Dallas Street approximately 18.9 m (62 ft) east of the southeastern portion of
the project area. Another structure, oriented with the direction of the compass about 45 degrees
from the orientations of Jefferson’s downtown street grid, is approximately 9.1 m (30 ft) south of
the previously described structure and approximately 10.7 m (35 ft) east of the southeastern
wooded section of the project area. These two buildings once stood in the present location of the
large dirt parking lot on the south side of West Dallas Street and borders the southeast section of
the project area to the east. Approximately 23 m (75.4 ft) south of the survey area’s south
terminus is displayed an especially clear view of the top of the newly constructed levee for
protecting downtown Jefferson from floodwaters from Big Cypress Bayou.
The USGS topographic map published in 1962 (Figure 9) reveals the presence of each of the
structures identified in Figure 8 except for the obliquely oriented structure east of the south
portion of the project area. Also, two additional structures are documented in Figure 9 that
appear not to be present on Figure 8. The first of these new structures is in the southwest corner
lot of the intersection of South Vale Street and West Austin Street. The second structure is shown
on the south side of West Dallas Street and approximately 20.1 m (66 ft) west of the southeastern
section of the project area. This second structure may have been present in 1958; however, the
low quality of the image makes this unclear.
An aerial image form 1980 reveals that the three structures on the south side of West Dallas
Street near the project area found on the 1958 aerial and the 1962 topographic map have been
demolished and the area overgrown by vegetation (Figure 10). The structure mapped in Figure 9
in the southwest corner lot of the intersection of South Vale Street and West Austin Street appears
to still be standing at this point, although the low quality of the aerial image difficult to be certain.
Google Earth aerial imagery from 1995 forward was also examined. The currently standing
private residence on the west side of South Vale Street can be seen to have been constructed by
between 1980 and 1995. The dirt parking lot can also be seen to have been cleared of vegetation
by 1995 and in use as a parking lot by at least 2009. The structure mapped on the 1962 USGS
topographic map (Figure 9) in the southwest corner lot formed by the intersection of South Vale
Street with West Austin Street was demolished by 2009. A concrete foundation observed by the
field crew in this area is most likely the remains of this structure.

INTENSIVE PEDESTRIAN SURVEY SUPPORTED BY SHOVEL TESTING
Visual inspection was supported by shovel testing at 10 m (32.8 ft) intervals along two transects;
one on the west side of Vale Street and one in the forested southeastern section of the project
area. Ground surface visibility was ranged generally between 0 and 10 percent with one area of
60 percent due to large-scale surface disturbance.
The northwestern portion of the project area consists of the paved South Vale Street in between
its intersections with West Austin Street and West Dallas Street and a small 2.1 m (6.86 ft) strip
of the grassy lawns of the two property lots along the west side of South Vale Street. This portion
of the project area was found to be bordered on the east side by the Jefferson Hotel, a large twostory block-long building formerly enjoined by three almost identical buildings to the east
running parallel with one another. The Kahn Hotel and the Testa Law Firm are found on the
northeast corner of the intersection of West Austin and South Vale Streets. The lot on the
northwest corner of this intersection contains the Taste of Caddo restaurant and the Excelsior
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Hotel further southwest down Austin Street. The west side of South Vale Street between West
Austin and West Dallas is comprised of two adjoining corner lots. The north lot, on the
southwest corner of West Austin and South Vale, is an empty grassy lot containing a concrete
foundation visible on the ground surface. The south lot contains a grassy lawn with a modern
private residence situated approaching the midway point of the block. The proposed construction
will have no impact on any of these nearby structures. Photographs of these structures can be
found in Appendix B.
The southeastern portion of the project area consisted of a narrow stretch of hardwood forest
around a small drainage in between a dirt and packed gravel parking lot to the east and private
property to the west. The drainage becomes a steeply sloping ravine in the southeastern limits of
the project area just past shovel test M2 (Figure 3). Extremely thick vegetation and steep slopes
down to the channel of the drainage prevented any shovel tests in this area. Debris piles
containing brick, concrete, and asphalt, likely from demolition of the structures seen on the 1958
aerial (Figure 8) and 1962 USGS topographic map (Figure 9) east of this section of the project
area, litter the southeastern section of the project area and the eastern shoulder of the steep slope
downward to the drainage.
A total of 12 shovel tests were excavated within the project area (Figure 3). Shovel tests were
arranged in a single transect along the west edge of South Vale Street in between the intersections
of South Vale with West Austin Street and West Dallas Street. In the southeastern portion of the
project south of West Dallas Street, shovel testing was conducted in two transects. Because of
unexpected artifact patterns and contrasts in density of historic-era cultural objects, three
additional shovel tests were positioned at 5 m (16.4 ft) intervals to help establish site boundaries.
Shovel testing succeeded in recording four historic era archaeological sites (41MR296,
41MR297, 41MR298, and 41MR299).
Once physical elements are described for each archaeological site, we shall proceed to the
analysis of each assemblage. The main objective is to infer aspects of cultural behavior that
inform as to the functions of the assemblage. In identifying specified “artifact group,” we are
following the methodology initially developed for the North American historic archaeology
(South 1977a, 1977b; Sprague 1981).
For each of the four sites, of which three sites are associated with corner lots and appear to have
been deposited and preserved in an intact manner, the assemblage of artifacts is assigned to six
functional groups for analytical comparison. These groups include: Architectural Group,
Domestic Groups (encompassing Kitchen Group and Pharmaceutical Personal Group),
Furnishings Group, Personal & Specialized Activities Groups (including Clothing Group,
Gaming and Toys Group, and Special Skills Group), Industrial Group, and Indeterminates.
Variations of these functional groupings represent well documented published categories which
have been used for several decades to identify cultural function for intact assemblages (Belew and
Tiemann 2007: 47).
Site 41MR296
Site 41MR296 is a low to medium-density urban site characterizing the footprint of likely usage
of South Vale Street as it once extended south of West Dallas Street. The south boundary of Site
41MR296 is the rim of the upland terrace which forms the original roadbed. As one proceeds
southward toward the site boundary and the terminus of the proposed 48-inch storm water
pipeline, the landscape suddenly becomes severely sloped (Figure 3). This southernmost part of
the project area is characterized by uneven cut banks and other erosional indications from
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flooding of the Big Cypress Bayou over the past century. This unstable terrain, therefore, has
been excluded from Site 41MR296.
The site has a maximum width just south of West Dallas Street of 9.37 m (30.74 ft). At the
approximate zone of transition from terraced and steeply sloping topography, the width of the
south portion is measured at 7.96 m (26.12 ft). The approximate length of the site ranges between
26.5 m (86.8 ft) and 34.9 m (114.7 ft).
The north boundary is West Dallas Street. The west boundary of Site 41MR296 is the east
boundary of Site 41MR297. The east boundary is of the boundary of the project area. South
Vale Street once extended several meters to the east and many meters to the south, and the site is
located within the path of this no longer existing extension of South Vale Street. The street is
mapped as being active between Dallas Street and to the south of Lake Street, possibly as far
south as Camp Street, throughout the late nineteenth century, as observed in the 1872 and 1890
maps of Jefferson (Figures 6, 7, and 8). Today, a massive levee (mapped in Figure 3 and
especially clearly imaged in Figure 5) constructed in the 1950s following a particularly
devastating flood of Jefferson extends approximately along the formerly active Lake Street
several meters south of the project area. All street locations and associated lots to the south and
east of the levee have been long abandoned and drastically modified by erosion and flooding.
Most of the site is covered by a dense stand of hardwoods with thick underbrush. Consequently,
inspection of the ground surface was greatly limited. However, the following cultural objects
were identified on the ground surface and mapped in Figure 3: one debris pile, one patch of
flowering ornamental plants, and an extensive concrete and brick surface scatter along the south
margins of increasingly steep slopes extending to the south of the site.
Seven shovel tests were excavated within Site 41MR296 (Figure 3 and Appendix A: Table 1).
Artifacts discovered included:
•
•
•
•
•

Architectural Group: brick fragments, concrete fragments, nails, ferrous metal spike
Domestic Group: whiteware, colored vessel glass and colorless vessel glass,
Furnishings Group: light bulb glass
Personal & Specialized Activities Group: penny, plastic red pepper, Red glass shard
Indeterminates: rubber fragment, charcoal

Chronologically diagnostic artifacts with potential for nineteenth century presence included:
•
•
•
•

2 Wire nails, Late 1870s – present (Wells 1998: 92, 96)
1 Machine-cut square nail, 1830s – present (Nelson 1968)
3 Aqua shards (1 windowpane and 2 vessel glass), early 19th C – 1920s (Lindsey 2017;
Horn 2005)
1 Amber vessel glass shard, 1860s – present (Horn 2005)

All diagnostics for chronology are found in either shovel test M1, near the west boundary with
Site 41MR297, or shovel test B2, near the northeast corner of this site. These likely reflect
cultural activities having occurred in the adjoining lots rather than on location in this site.
By far the highest densities of historic-era artifacts and modern-manufactured objects not
regarded as part of the archaeological record lies in the slopes along the site’s south and west
margins. Shovel test M1 proved to be unusually dense, with a total of 62 cultural objects
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collected for analysis (Appendix A, Table 2). Of these, 22 are recent objects dating to less than
50 years old, higher proportionally than for the shovel tests within the other sites. The presence
of these plastics, paper, and other modern debris indicates the presence of substantial disturbance
of original context of older artifacts associated with social and cultural behavior from the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In shovel test M1, the humus layer was so disturbed
with modern objects that it was not collected. In the upper sub-humus cultural layer, 20-60 cmbs,
nine recent objects were found. With the remaining 20 of the 29 total cultural objects likely
dating to greater than 50 years ago, this layer appears to be thoroughly disturbed by recent ground
surface operations. In the next cultural layer, 60-80 cmbs, of a total of eight cultural objects, only
three were found to be likely older than 50 years. In the deepest cultural layer, 80-110 cmbs, six
of the nine cultural objects were determined to be of historic age, which indicates an especially
high percentage of the total having been deposited during the past 50 years. This shovel test
informs that this portion of Site 41MR296 situated along the rim of the once-active Vale Street
and beyond where floodwaters created unusually steep slopes is especially lacking in intact
matrix.
The shovel tests excavated along the center of the once-active Vale Street are of especially low
density. The profile of ST M5, which had no artifacts, reflects a clearly defined thermally altered
layering of gravels, may indicate the roadbed at this location although extensions of this feature
were not found in any other shovel test. Shovel test M3 was found to contain just three artifacts
near the surface, clearly situated just above the heavily-utilized roadbed.
The shovel tests excavated along the site’s east margins reflect moderate densities amid unusual
proportions of functional groups, which in turn most likely indicates a wide mixture of sources of
garbage deposition. The high “Furnishings Group percentage of 26.7% percent was composed
mainly of electric light bulb shards from early to middle twentieth century garbage deposition.
These artifacts also contain relatively high “Architectural Group,” 40.0%, likely having come
from destruction of nearby commercial buildings in downtown Jefferson. The southeast corner of
Site 41MR296 has been clearly delineated by a negative shovel test, M4, in combination with
suddenly steep slopes to the south.
Based on historic maps, aerial images and seven diagnostic artifacts, Site 41MR296 is an urban
thoroughfare in a frontier riverport city, opened for transport largely of unusually heavy wagons
loaded with cotton, corn, and other agricultural products harvested from more than 150 miles to
the west to the frontier regions west of Fort Worth. The previously existing section of Vale Street
likely was opened well before the Civil War and definitely was in full usage in 1872 (as depicted
in Figure 7) and as recently as 1890 (Figure 8). This section of Vale Street was discontinued as a
public thoroughfare sometime during the early twentieth century. All maps and aerial images
dating to the 1950s and 1960s (Figures 5 – 1958; Figure 9 – 1962) clearly indicate this location as
being off limits to public vehicular access. This street footprint became a popular dumping area
for a wide range of garbage from Jefferson’s residents, as revealed in the diverse patterns of
functional groups found among the artifacts collected from the shovel test (Appendix A, Table 2).
The presence of “7up green” glass vessel sherds, asphalt fragments, electric light bulb glass, and
other early to middle 20th century diagnostics suggests that garbage was being dumped into this
abandoned area for several decades. The presence of 63 modern cultural objects manufactured
during the past 50 years of the 140 total, or 45.0%, strongly indicates that household garbage has
been dumped into this still-abandoned tract between 1970 and the present.
Site 41MR296 is wholly included in the Jefferson Historic District, which was listed in the NRHP
in 1971. The 1874 and 1890 maps (Figures 6, 7, and 8) show a fully functioning street.
Consequently, each subsurface anomalous element was investigated with uncommon care to see
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whether it was in fact a feature. We were able to determine that no intact sections of nineteenth
century roadbeds were exposed during our subsurface investigations. An abundance of evidence
existed of recent degradation due to recent ground disturbance or bioturbation caused by
burrowing animals or unusually heavy vegetation in all seven shovel tests. Artifact densities
were very low to moderate. In the higher density shovel tests, M1 along the west margins and B2
along the east margins, there were numerous modern cultural items manufactured during the past
50 years. In no shovel test was there revealed No cultural layers interpreted as an intact
assemblage of largely nineteenth or early twentieth century artifacts or features were identified
within any of the shovel tests. Consequently, the portion of Site 41MR296 located within the
project area is recommended as not eligible for inclusion as either a contributing element to the
existing NRHP-listed Jefferson Historic District or for listing as a stand-alone historic property in
the NRHP. Site 41MR296 is recommended as not worthy for designation as a SAL. Sphere 3
recommends that clearance be granted for the City of Jefferson to proceed with operations to
install the proposed 48-inch storm water pipeline within the boundaries of Site 41MR296.
Site 41MR297
Site 41MR297 is a very high-density urban site on the corner lot of the intersection of South Vale
and West Dallas Streets (Figure 3). The city does not have access to the private property to the
west; therefore, shovel testing was limited to a 2.1 m (6.86 ft) wide area between the property line
Site 41MR296 to the east.
This archaeological site appears to be associated with the building mapped in this southwest
corner lot on the 1962 USGS Topographic Map (Figure 9). This mapped building was a twostory residential dwelling built during the 1920s and demolished between 20 and 30 years ago
(Humphrey 2020). This archaeological site likely is also associated with the substantial two-story
commercial building depicted on the 1872 bird’s eye view map (Figure 5). This earlier
mercantile building was demolished before subsequent construction of the two-floor house. The
area combining the 2.14-m strip that was intensively surveyed represents the width of the site.
The 6.78 m (22.24 ft) private area that was part of the original scope-of-work is thus not included
as part of the site area although the site is almost certainly continues to the west. The site’s northsouth length parallel with Vale Street within the project area is approximately 26.64 m (93.97 ft)
in length.
No cultural objects were found distributed on the mixture of lawn turf and naturally growing
vegetation within the project area. As one proceeds eastward towards the area formerly active as
Vale Street, a 55-gallon steel-based drum and a tire were found on the ground surface, neither of
which is likely more than 50 years old. A few modern finds associated with two nearby debris
piles (one in the eastern corner of the site and the other in the neighboring Site 41MR297) were
also observed on the surface but not collected due to their recent age (Figure 3).
Three shovel tests were excavated along the west edge of the 2.14 m strip to the south of West
Dallas Street (Appendix A: Table 1). Artifacts discovered included:
•
•
•
•

Architectural Group: brick fragments, concrete fragment, nails, colorless window glass,
colorless window glass
Domestic Group: whiteware, ironstone, stoneware, colored vessel glass, colorless vessel
glass
Furnishings Group: lamp chimney glass, ceramic mosaic tile
Personal & Specialized Activities Group: slate fragment, glass marble
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•
•

Industrial Group: metal slag
Indeterminates: ferrous fragments

Chronologically diagnostic artifacts with potential for nineteenth century presence included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Wire nail, late 1870s – present (Wells 1998: 92, 96)
1 Whiteware vessel sherd-blue annular decoration, 1790 – 1930 (Shelton 2015)
2 Ironstone vessel sherds, Primarily 1840s-1930s (Potter et al 2006; Stelle 1989)
1 Bristol glazed stoneware sherd, increasingly common after 1890 (Stelle 1989)
2 Albany slip stoneware vessel sherds, 1850 - 1940 to 1950 (Potter et al 2006; Stelle
1989)
1 Stoneware vessel sherd with light brown slip, 1850 to present (Potter et al 2006)
1 Indeterminate type stoneware vessel sherd, 1850 - present (Potter et al 2006)
2 Solarized vessel shards, 1885 – 1920 (Horn 2005)
20 Aqua shards (12 windowpane and 8 vessel glass), early 19th C – 1920s (Lindsey 2017;
Horn 2005)
4 Amber vessel glass shards, 1860s – present (Horn 2005)
1 Sapphire blue vessel glass shard, 1840s to 1930s (Lindsey 2020)
1 Milk glass vessel shard, 1890s-present (Horn 2005)
5 Slate fragments – potential writing surface, 19th century (Potter et al 2006)
5 Ceramic mosaic tiles, prevalent in U.S. 1890s-1930s (Grimmer and Konrad 1996)

Considerably more nineteenth-century diagnostic artifacts were found in the three shovel tests
comprising the inventory of Site 41MR297 than in any other site documented in this report. The
single blue annular decorated whiteware sherd and two ironstone sherds draw attention to
potential mid-nineteenth century cultural activity occurring in this location.
All three shovel tests were found to contain a wide variety of cultural objects associated with
mostly residential behavior. Low levels of recent, post-50-year-old, garbage was found in upper
layers, attesting to light post-depositional disturbance throughout the southwest corner lot of West
Dallas Street and South Vale Street.
Shovel test B1 (Figure 3) proved to be unusually dense, with a total of 174 cultural objects
collected for analysis (Appendix A, Table 3). Of these, eight are recent objects dating to less than
50 years old. In ST B1, four recent objects were found in the uppermost cultural layer which also
includes the humus, 0-20 cmbs. The remaining five cultural objects in the uppermost cultural
layer likely date to greater than 50 years ago. This uppermost layer has been thoroughly
disturbed during the past 50 years. In the next cultural layer, 20-40 cmbs, four recent objects
were found. With the remaining 37 of the 41 total cultural objects likely dating to greater than 50
years ago, the chances of this layer’s being associated with historic-era cultural activity is
somewhat improved, although this level of disturbance combined with modest density precludes
this layer as being assessed as “intact.” By contrast, no recent objects were found among the 70
historic-era artifacts comprising the especially dense cultural layer, 40-60 cmbs. The deepest
cultural layer, 60-80 cmbs was found to contain 54 historic-era artifacts and no recent objects.
These two cultural layers seem to have been left undisturbed during the past half-century and are
of sufficiently high density for one to expect to find an intact cultural feature through follow-up
testing or data recovery.
Located approximately 5 m south of ST B1, shovel test M7 (Figure 3) proved to be less dense,
with a total of 27 cultural objects collected for analysis (Appendix A, Table 3). None are recent
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objects dating to less than 50 years old, thus suggesting that minimal disturbance has affected this
middle portion of Site 41MR297. In ST M7, the uppermost cultural layer which also includes the
humus, 0-20 cmbs, has only two artifacts. The next cultural layer, 20-50 cmbs, contains 21
historic-era artifacts, followed by the deepest cultural layer, 50-60 cmbs, with only four artifacts.
Of these contexts, only the middle assemblage may contain sufficient density to warrant further
testing in this portion of Site 41MR297.
Located approximately 15 m to the south of ST M7, shovel test M2 (Figure 3) proved to be
denser than M7 but only half as concentrated as B1. A total of 70 cultural objects were collected
for analysis (Appendix A, Table 3). Of these, only one is a recent object dating to less than 50
years old. It is situated, as one might expect, in the low density uppermost cultural layer which
also includes the humus, 0-20 cmbs, along with three historic-era artifacts. The next cultural
layer, 20-50 cmbs, contains 58 historic-era artifacts. For the deepest cultural layer, 50-80 cmbs,
artifact density considerably declines to only eight artifacts. Of these contexts, the middle
assemblage, just as in ST M7, contains sufficient density, in the absence of disturbances
occurring within the past half-century, to support the expectation of finding a culturally
significant feature or intact patterning of cultural materials from which might be obtained
significant research into enhanced understanding of Jefferson’s nineteenth and early twentieth
century history.
Higher percentages of “Domestic Groups” and “Personal & Specialized Activities Groups” are
found in both cultural layers than were observed in Site 41MR298, (ST B4) and Site 41MR299
(ST B5). Domestic and Personal percentages are distributed from 30.1% and 2.4% in the north
(ST B1), 59.3% and 0% in the central (ST M7), and 42.0% and 2.89% in the south (ST M2). In
contrast to Sites 41MR298 and 41MR299, the “Furnishings Group” is much lower, as distributed,
north to south, 3.61%, 0%, and 0%. There is an abundance of brick fragments that have been
crushed, indicative of the presence of a building which eventually experienced on-site demolition,
as indicated by numerous especially finely crushed bricks in both cultural layers. The culturally
specific activity occurring in this place was largely of a residential character, which produced the
higher Domestic and Personal numbers of artifacts. Additionally, at least one of the three
buildings found in this southwest corner lot of Dallas at Vale Streets is recorded to have burned,
and the relatively large number, in contrast to other sites within the project area, of thermally
altered “Architectural Group” artifacts would appear to reflect that particular house fire that led to
the burning of much of downtown Jefferson in 1868, as discussed in the Cultural History section.
Based on historic maps, aerial images and ten diagnostic artifacts, Site 41MR297 is likely to be
largely the remains of an urban two-story commercial brick building originally constructed prior
to 1872 (as depicted in Figure 7). A more recent building was erected to replace the commercial
building, as mapped in Figure 9, and about whose details were provided by the Jefferson and
Marion County Historical Commissioner, Mary Humphrey. The presence of several 7up green
glass vessel sherds, asphalt fragments, electric light bulb glass, and other early to middle 20th
century diagnostics suggests that this corner lot remained occupied to well into the post-WorldWar-II era. The moderate numbers of modern manufactured items of the past 50 years strongly
indicates the demolition of the third frame two-story dwelling occurred during the past three
decades.
In the unusually large and regionally significant port city of Jefferson during the 1860s and
1870s, research addressing various scholarly questions have been and are expected to enhance our
understanding of the Reconstruction and post-Reconstruction era of late nineteenth century
Northeast Texas. Site 41MR297 is wholly included in the Jefferson Historic District, which was
listed in the NRHP in 1971. Consequently, every above-ground structure and subsurface feature
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as identified through archaeological methods must be assessed and recommended as to its
possibly being considered as a contributing element to that listed NRHP historic property.
Although no trace or remnant of structural presence can be observed today, a building clearly
existed in this location in 1962 (Figure 9). The 1874 map shows a commercial building in this
lot.
The two-story brick commercial building and the later building represent past structures likely
serving in an integral component of the central business district of Jefferson during its most
significant period of its past. The residential dwelling located on this lot between the 1910s and
1980s represents an important more recent component of Jefferson’s history, which also may
eventually be regarded as worthy of national and state historical endorsements. From Shovel
Tests B1, M7, and M2, one is able to observe exceedingly high densities of cultural materials in
several of the four delineated cultural layers. The profile of ST B1 reveals easily observable
layers that correspond with four cultural layers. At least two of these cultural layers are
interpreted as assemblages for which high probability exists for finding a cultural feature in
association with these assemblages. The larger than average number of charcoal fragments and
thermally altered concrete and bricks may be associated with the historically significant fire that
decimated downtown Jefferson. Consequently, Site 41MR297 thus is recommended as
“Unknown” as to eligibility for inclusion as either a contributing element to the existing NRHP
Historic District or for listing as a stand-alone historic property in the NRHP within the project
area. It also is unknown as to its worthiness for designation as a SAL within the project area.
Site 41MR298
Site 41MR298 is a very high-density urban site on the southwest corner of the intersection of
South Vale and West Austin Streets (Figure 3). According to the engineering company
contracted by the City of Jefferson to conduct the proposed pipeline replacement would occur
solely within public property with impacted to the paved street and the sidewalk area along the
west side of South Vale Street beyond which is private property. This sidewalk area assessed
from the width of the only portion of South Vale to have a sidewalk measures 2.1 meters (6.86 ft)
and was found to coincide with the stake property boundary observed in the portion of the project
area across Dallas Street containing Sites 41MR296 and 41MR297.
The foundation of the building mapped in this corner lot on the 1962 USGS Topographic Map is
located just outside of the project area (Figure 9). This visible foundation forms a rectangular
footprint with the narrow side facing north onto Austin Street. This archaeological site also is
likely to be associated with a substantial two-story commercial building depicted in the 1872
bird’s eye view map (Figure 5). The 2.1-m strip represents the width of Site 3; however, the site
continues beyond the project area. The north-south length parallel with Vale Street, extends
approximately 25.2 m (82.8 ft).
No cultural objects were found distributed on the well-manicured lawn. As excavated along the
rear edge of this strip approximately 7.2 m (23.4 ft) to the south of West Austin Street, shovel test
B4 was found to contain a wide variety of cultural objects associated with the demolished
commercial establishments and/or residential dwellings constructed on this southwest corner lot
(Appendix A: Table 4). Artifacts discovered included:
•
•
•

Architectural Group: brick fragments, concrete fragment, cement (softer) fragment,
mortar fragment, nails, colored flat/window glass, colorless flat/window glass
Domestic Group: whiteware, colored vessel glass, colorless vessel glass
Furnishings Group: light bulb glass
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•

Indeterminates: ferrous object, asphalt fragment, charcoal

Chronologically diagnostic artifacts with potential for nineteenth century presence included:
•
•
•
•

1 Wire nail, late 1870s – present (Wells 1998: 92, 96);
1 Blue shell edged whiteware rim sherd (Potter et al 2006; Stelle 1989)
5 Aqua shards (2 windowpane and 3 vessel glass), early 19th C – 1920s (Lindsey 2017;
Horn 2005);
3 Amber vessel glass shards, 1860s – present (Horn 2005)

The single Blue-shell-edged whiteware sherd draws attention to potential mid-nineteenth century
cultural activity occurring in Site 41MR298.
Shovel test B4 proved to be unusually dense, with a total of 109 cultural objects collected for
analysis (Appendix A: Table 4). Of these, four are recent objects dating to less than 50 years old.
In ST B4, all four recent objects were found in the upper sub-humus cultural layer, 6-30 cmbs.
With the remaining 89 of the 93 total cultural objects likely dating to greater than 50 years ago,
the chances of this layer’s being found to be relatively undisturbed is moderate. With no recent
objects found among the 16 historic-era artifacts of the underlying, deepest cultural layer, 30-40
cmbs, one might confidently point to this assemblage as being of a largely undisturbed and intact
character, although the decreased density introduces some doubt as to the volume of cultural
material extant in this layer situated atop sterile clays.
From analyzing the collections for these two superimposed cultural assemblages, we are able to
draw a few important inferences. Regarding function, there are found in both cultural layers
especially low percentages of “Domestic Groups” and “Furnishings Group,” respectively, with
16.2% and 3.37% for 6-30 cmbs, followed by 25% and 0% for 30-40 cmbs. There exists an
absence of “Personal & Specialized Activities Groups.” As found associated with especially
high-density levels for both cultural layers, this pattern might be recognized as indicative of the
presence of a building which was eventually demolished, as indicated by numerous especially
finely crushed bricks only in the upper sub-humus cultural layer. The culturally specific activity
occurring in this place might have been retail commercial (non-hospitality) activity, largely
lacking in cooking and personal activities of a wide range of ages of occupants.
Based on historic maps, aerial images and ten diagnostic artifacts, Site 41MR298 likely
represents the remains of an urban commercial brick building originally constructed prior to 1872
and most likely after the massive downtown fire of 1868, after which the City of Jefferson
government mandated that all business district buildings be constructed of brick instead of frame
wood. This building appears to have been demolished prior to 1890 due to the absence of any
structure at this location on a hand drawn map from 1890 (Figure 7). A second building, mapped
in Figure 9, was erected sometime after the removal of the commercial building depicted in
Figure 7 and for whose foundational traces were observed in the field and mapped in Figure 3.
The presence of several 7up green glass vessel sherds, asphalt fragments, electric light bulb glass,
and other early to middle 20th century diagnostics suggests that this corner lot remained occupied
well into the post-World-War-II era. The 1980 aerial image (Figure 10) indicates the possible
presence of this structure although the image quality is very low. The low numbers of modern
manufactured items of the past 50 years combined with the 1980 aerial image suggest
abandonment and demolition or physical moving of the main building likely occurred prior to the
1970s or very soon after 1980.
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In the unusually large and regionally significant port city of Jefferson during the 1860s and
1870s, research addressing various scholarly questions have been and are expected to enhance our
understanding of the Reconstruction and post-Reconstruction era of late nineteenth century
Northeast Texas. Site 41MR298 is wholly included in the Jefferson Historic District, which was
listed in the NRHP in 1971. Consequently, every above-ground structure and subsurface feature
as identified through archaeological methods must be assessed and recommended as to its
possibly being considered as a contributing element to that listed NRHP historic property. The
foundation of a building that clearly existed in this location in 1962 is visible. The 1874 map
shows a commercial building in this lot. The earliest of these past structures likely represented an
integral component of the central business district of Jefferson during its most significant period
of its past. From Shovel Test B4, one is able to observe exceedingly high densities of cultural
materials in the upper of the two delineated cultural layers. The profile of ST B4 reveals easily
observable layers that correspond with these cultural layers. These two cultural layers are
interpreted as assemblages for which high to moderate, respectively, probability exists for finding
a cultural feature in association with these assemblages. Consequently, Site 41MR298 thus is
recommended as “Unknown” as to eligibility for inclusion as either a contributing element to the
existing NRHP Historic District or for listing as a stand-alone historic property in the NRHP
within the project boundaries. It also is unknown as to its worthiness for designation as a SAL
within the project boundaries.
Site 41MR299
Site 41MR299 is a high-density urban site on northwest corner lot (of the intersection of South
Vale and West Dallas Streets (Figure 3). The proposed project area is within public property
including the paved street and the sidewalk area along the west side of South Vale Street.
No above-ground structures or features were noted within this site. No structures are mapped on
this corner lot on the 1962 USGS Topographic Map (Figure 9). This archaeological site likely is
associated with the substantial two-story commercial building depicted on the 1872 bird’s eye
view map (Figure 5). The 2.14-m strip that was intensively surveyed represents the width of Site
4; however, the site most certainly continues into the adjacent private property. As mapped
within this strip, this site’s north-south length parallel with Vale Street extends approximately 9.2
m (30.3 ft) in length. This north-south boundary is formed by West Dallas Street and the modern
private residence constructed in the same lot.
No cultural objects were found distributed on the manicured lawn. As excavated along the rear
edge of this strip approximately 5.4 m (17.8 ft) to the north of West Dallas Street, shovel test B4,
contained especially heavy densities of relatively soft, likely locally manufactured brick. Very
little modern debris was found, even in the uppermost layers. Thus, the only expression of
cultural materials found specifically within this unpaved strip comprising Site 41MR299 was
subsurface (Appendix A: Table 5). Artifacts discovered included:
•
•
•
•
•

Architectural Group: brick fragments, concrete fragment, nails, colored flat/window
glass, colorless flat/window glass
Domestic Group: whiteware, stoneware, colored vessel glass, colorless vessel glass
Furnishings Group: brass shavings, light bulb glass, coal fragment
Personal & Specialized Activities Groups: slate fragments
Indeterminates: asphalt fragment, charcoal

Chronologically diagnostic artifacts with potential for nineteenth century presence included:
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•
•
•
•

1 Wire nail, late 1870s – present (Wells 1998: 92, 96)
1 Indeterminate type stoneware vessel sherd, 1850 - present (Potter et al 2006)
5 Aqua shards (2 windowpane and 3 vessel glass), early 19th C – 1920s (Lindsey 2017;
Horn 2005)
3 Slate fragments – potential writing surface, 19th century (Potter et al 2006)

Shovel test B5 proved to be unusually dense, with a total of 129 cultural objects collected for
analysis (Appendix A: Table 5). Of these, five are recent objects dating to less than 50 years old.
The presence of these plastics, paper, and other modern debris indicates the presence of
substantial disturbance of the original context of the older artifacts associated with social and
cultural behavior from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In shovel test B5, four recent
objects were found in the upper sub-humus cultural layer, 11-40 cmbs. With the remaining 68 of
the 72 total cultural objects likely dating to greater than 50 years ago, the chances of this layer’s
being associated with a historic-era cultural feature, due to high artifact densities and very few
modern intrusive objects, is moderately high. In the underlying, deepest cultural layer, 40-70
cmbs, one recent object, a plastic straw, was found in an especially dense layer. With the
remaining 26 of the 27 total cultural objects in this layer likely dating to greater than 50 years
ago, the chances of this layer’s being mostly intact, the chances of the identification of a nearby
cultural feature during follow-up archaeological investigation is moderately high. The sole
modern object likely was deposited by either a burrowing animal (i.e. bioturbation) or through
execution of City of Jefferson utility maintenance. The presence of modern garbage in the
deepest cultural layer nonetheless dampens but does not eliminate the prospects of finding a
cultural feature of high research value in follow-up Phase-II or Phase-II cultural resources
investigation.
From analyzing the collections for these two superimposed cultural assemblages, we are able to
draw a few important inferences. There are found in both cultural layers perceptibly higher
percentages of “Domestic Groups” and “Furnishings Group,” respectively, than were observed in
Site 41MR298, ST B4, with 17.6% and 10.3% for 11-40 cmbs, followed by 42.6% and 4.92% for
40-70 cmbs. As with Site 41MR298, there exists an absence of “Personal & Specialized
Activities Groups.” As found associated with especially high-density levels for both cultural
layers, this pattern might be recognized as indicative of the presence of a building which was
demolished as indicated by numerous especially finely crushed bricks in both cultural layers. The
culturally specific activity occurring in this place might have been retail commercial activity
which could have included a minor hospitality or residential component, especially with regard to
the deepest cultural layer.
Based on historic maps, aerial images and ten diagnostic artifacts, Site 41MR299 is likely the
remains of an urban commercial brick building originally constructed prior to 1872 and most
likely after the massive downtown fire of 1868, after which the City of Jefferson government
mandated that all business district buildings be constructed of brick instead of frame wood. This
brick building was likely moved or destroyed prior to 1890 due to the absence of any building
portrayed on a hand drawn map of Jefferson, TX from 1890. The presence of several 7up green
glass vessel sherds, asphalt fragments, electric light bulb glass, and other early to middle 20th
century diagnostics suggests that this corner lot may have remained occupied to well into the
Great Depression era. Any occupation occurring after 1890 was likely demolished prior to 1962
as indicated by an absence of a building in the 1962 USGS topo map (Figure 9). The low
numbers of modern manufactured items of the past 50 years suggest absence of any major
building or structure on this lot between the after the 1940s until the construction of the existing
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privet residence that appear to have been constructed between 1980 and 1995. However, the
presence of modern manufactured items in all cultural layers of ST B5 suggests occasional
disturbances to segments of Site 41MR299 approaching city streets by frequent storm-induced
erosion and/or maintenance of sub-surface municipal utilities.
In the unusually large and regionally significant port city of Jefferson during the 1860s and
1870s, research addressing various scholarly questions have been and are expected to enhance our
understanding of the Reconstruction and post-Reconstruction era of late nineteenth century
Northeast Texas. Site 41MR299 is wholly included in the Jefferson Historic District, which was
listed in the NRHP in 1971. A private residence constructed between 1980 and 1995 is found on
this corner lot today. No structures appear on the USGS topo map executed in 1962 (Figure 9).
The 1874 map shows a commercial building in this lot. This past structure likely represented an
integral component of the central business district of Jefferson during its most significant period
of its past. From Shovel Test B5, one is able to observe exceedingly high densities of cultural
materials in two delineated cultural layers. The profile of shovel test B5 reveals easily observable
layers that correspond with these cultural layers. These two cultural layers are interpreted as
assemblages for which high probability exists for finding a cultural feature in association with
one or both assemblages. Consequently, Site 41MR299 thus is recommended as “Unknown” as to
eligibility for inclusion as either a contributing element to the existing NRHP Historic District or
for listing as a stand-alone historic property in the NRHP within the project area. It also is
unknown as to its worthiness for designation as a SAL within the project area.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In summary, approximately 0.13 ha (0.33 ac) was surveyed to assess for existing cultural
resources in the proposed City of Jefferson 48-Inch RCP (Pipeline) Drainage Improvements along
South Vale Street in Marion County, TX. The goal of the survey was to identify cultural
resources and to make a recommendation, that is, a preliminary evaluation of the documented
cultural resources as to their eligibility for inclusion in the NRHP and their worthiness for being
listed as a SAL.
The investigations conducted by Sphere 3 included an examination of previous archaeological
and other cultural resources investigations within one kilometer of the project area, an analysis of
aerial imagery, historic hand drawn maps, and topographic maps over the past 148 years, and an
intensive pedestrian archaeological survey supported by systematic shovel testing of the project
area. A total of 12 shovel tests were excavated. Shovel testing led to the discovery of four
archaeological sites (41MR296, 41MR297, 41MR298, and 41MR299).
Site 41MR296 is recommended as ineligible within the project area due to extensive modern
disturbance throughout the length and depth of the site and thus may be impacted by the proposed
construction. Sites 41MR297, 41MR298, and 41MR299 may contain intact deposits of 19 th and
20th century cultural materials that could contribute meaningful information as to the history of
Jefferson, TX. As such, these three sites are recommended as “unknown” as to their eligibility
for inclusion on the NRHP or listing as a SAL within the project area.
Due to the “unknown” status of sites 41MR297, 41MR298, and 41MR299, Sphere 3 has
recommended, and the client has agreed, to avoid all impacts to the three “unknown” sites by
restricting all construction activity to the paved surface of South Vale Street in the northwestern
section of the project area and to seven feet to the east of the staked private property boundary
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(just beyond the east boundary of 41MR297) on the southeastern section of the project area.
Sphere 3 therefore recommends that construction may proceed without further cultural resources
requirements.
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APPENDIX A: Table 1: City of Jefferson 48-Inch RCP (Pipeline) Drainage Improvements along Vale Street Shovel Test Log

Shovel Test
Number

Landform

B1

Swale

B2

Swale

B3

Swale

B4

Terrace

Depth of Soil
Horizon (cm
below surface)

Horizon Soil Type

Munsell Color

0-20
20-30
30-35
35-40
40-60
60-70
70-80
80-98
0-7
7-11
11-19
19-53
0-10
10-15
15-20
20-30
30-40
0-6
6-20
20-30
30-35
40-50
50-56

Humus
Fine Sandy Loam
Clay Loam
Fine Sandy Loam
Sandy Clay Loam
Sandy Clay Loam
Sandy Clay Loam
Clay
Humus
Caliche w/ Sand
Sandy Clay Loam
Clay
Loam
Sandy Clay Loam
Sandy Clay Loam
Clay Loam
Clay
Humus
Fine Loamy Sand
Fine Loamy Sand
Fine Loamy Sand
Fine Loamy Sand
Sandy Clay

10YR3/3
7.5YR4/3
2.5YR4/6 with 10YR6/1 mottles
2.5YR4/6 with 7.5YR4/3 mottles
7.5YR4/3
10YR5/4 with 10YR3/3 mottles
10YR5/4
7.5YR4/4
10YR2/2
10YR6/4
7.5YR3/2
2.5YR4/6 with 10YR6/1 and 10YR3/6 mottles
10YR2/2
7.5YR3/2
7.5YR2.5/2
2.5YR4/4 with 7.5YR7/2 mottles
10YR4/6 with 2.5YR4/4 and 10YR7/1 mottles
7.5YR3/2
7.5YR4/3
10YR5/4 with 7.5YR3/3 mottles
10YR6/3 with 10YR4/3 mottles
10YR7/2 with 10YR4/3 mottles
5YR4/6 with 7.5YR4/3 mottles

Presence of Cultural
Resources
("positive"-one or
more artifacts)

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive

APPENDIX A: Table 1: City of Jefferson 48-Inch RCP (Pipeline) Drainage Improvements along Vale Street Shovel Test Log

Shovel Test
Number

Landform

B5

Terrace

M1

Swale

M2

Swale

M3

Terrace

M4

Terrace

M5

Swale

M6

Swale

M7

Swale

Depth of Soil
Horizon (cm
below surface)

Horizon Soil Type

Munsell Color

0-9
9-13
13-41
41-70
70-98
98-104
0-20
20-65
65-78
78-120
0-20
20-52
52-80
80-100
0-4
4-17
17-27
0-12
12-13
0-11
11-14
14-30
0-15
15-26
0-12
12-50
50-70

Humus
Sandy Clay Loam
Fine Loamy Sand
Fine Loamy Sand
Sandy Clay Loam
Sandy Clay
Humus
Fine Sandy Loam
Sandy Clay Loam
Fine Sandy Loam
Fine Sandy Loam
Sandy Clay Loam
Sandy Clay Loam
Clay Loam
Humus
Sandy Loam
Clay
Fine Sandy Loam
Impenetrable Gravel
Sandy Loam
Sandy Loam and Rock
Clay
Sandy Loam
Clay
Sandy Loam
Sandy Loam
Clay

7.5YR2.5/2
7.5YR3/2
7.5YR5/4 with 7.5YR3/3 mottles
10YR3/3
10YR5/3
7.5YR5/3 with 5YR5/4 mottles
10YR3/2
10YR3/3
10YR4/4 with 5YR4/4 mottles
10YR4/4
10YR4/3
10YR4/3 with 10YR3/3 mottles
10YR4/4 with 10YR4/3 and 10YR3/6 mottles
10YR5/8 with 10YR4/2 mottles
10YR3/3
10YR4/3 with 10YR4/4 and 5YR4/6 mottles
2.5YR4/6
10YR3/4
N/A
10YR3/3
10YR2/1
10YR4/4 with 2.5YR4/6 mottles
10YR3/3
10YR4/4 with 2.5YR4/6 mottles
10YR3/3
10YR4/3
10YR4/4 with 5YR4/6 mottles

Presence of Cultural
Resources
("positive"-one or
more artifacts)

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive
Negative
Positive
Positive
Positive

Project Name: Proposed City of Jefferson 48‐Inch RCP (Pipeline) Drainage Improvements along Vale Street

Collection Date: 9/16/2020 ‐ 9/17/2020

APPENDIX A: Table 2 ‐ Site 41MR296 Field Specimen Catalog
Provenience

ST B2; 0‐15 cm

ST B2; 15‐30 cm

ST B3; 0‐20 cm

ST B3; 20‐27 cm
ST B3; 27‐30 cm

Count
3
1
2
4
2
1
5
1
1
1
4
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
18
1
1
6
3
2

Curated
Description
No
Foil wrappers
No
Styrofoam
No
Snickers bar wrappers
No
Plastic fragments
Yes
Light bulb glass
Yes
Colorless glass vessel shard
No
Concrete fragments
Yes
Burned concrete fragment
Yes
Charcoal
Yes
Burned crushed brick fragment
No
Foil wrappers
No
Aluminum foil
Yes
Rubber fragment
No
Small plastic cap
No
Plastic red pepper ‐ possibly decorative
Yes
Cement fragment
Yes
Machine cut square nail
Yes
Aqua flat/window glass shard
Yes
Crushed brick fragment‐soft (possibly hand made)
Yes
Amber glass vessel shard
Yes
Red glass shard‐likely from decorative object
Yes
Light bulb glass
No
Plastic fragment
No
Crushed brick fragment‐soft (possibly hand made)
Yes
Light bulb glass
Yes
Charcoal
Yes
Charcoal

Comments
Modern manufacture
Modern manufacture
Modern manufacture
Modern manufacture
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Modern manufacture
Modern manufacture
Non‐diagnostic
Modern manufacture
Modern manufacture
Non‐diagnostic
1830s ‐ present
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Not large enough to gauge impurities
No patina ‐ likely modern bottle glass
Non‐diagnostic
No patina ‐ likely modern manufacture
Modern manufacture
Few impurities
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic

Reference

Nelson 1968
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005

Project Name: Proposed City of Jefferson 48‐Inch RCP (Pipeline) Drainage Improvements along Vale Street

Collection Date: 9/16/2020 ‐ 9/17/2020

APPENDIX A: Table 2 ‐ Site 41MR296 Field Specimen Catalog
Provenience

ST M1; 20‐30 cm

ST M1; 30‐40 cm

ST M1; 40‐50 cm

ST M1; 50‐60 cm

ST M1; 60‐70 cm

ST M1; 70‐80 cm

ST M1; 80‐90 cm

Count
1
1
1
7
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
4
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

Curated
Description
Comments
Reference
Yes
Amber glass vessel shard
1860s to present
Horn 2005
Yes
Whiteware vessel sherd
Non‐diagnostic
No
Plastic fragment
Modern manufacture
Yes
Colorless glass vessel shards
Non‐diagnostic
Yes
Colorless glass vessel rim shard‐threaded rim
Non‐diagnostic
No
Crushed brick fragment
Few impurities
Yes
Crushed brick fragment‐soft (possibly hand made) White color; Uneven side‐likely from 5 sided mold
No
Plastic bag pieces
Modern manufacture
Yes
Amber bottle glass shard‐"ON'T LITT" embossed
Thin w/ no patina ‐ likely modern bottle glass
No
Metal spring
Modern manufacture
No
Plastic fragment
Modern manufacture
No
Aluminum foil
Modern manufacture
Yes
Amber glass bottle shard
Thin w/ no patina ‐ likely modern bottle glass
Yes
Colorless glass vessel shards
Non‐diagnostic
Yes
Wire nails
Late 1870s‐present
Wells 1998: 92, 96
Yes
Brick fragment ‐ well formed flat side
Many impurites ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Stelle 1989
Yes
Colorless glass vessel shard
Non‐diagnostic
No
Sytrofoam
Modern manufacture
Yes
Unidentified nail
Non‐diagnostic
No
Plastic fragments
Modern manufacture
No
Plastic bag piece
Modern manufacture
No
Plastic fragment
Modern manufacture
Yes
7up green glass vessel shard ‐ no patina
20th century or later. Rarely late 19th
Lindsey 2020a
Yes
Aqua glass vessel base shard
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
No
Crushed brick fragment‐soft (possibly hand made)
White color with few impurities
Yes
Colorless glass vessel shard
Non‐diagnostic
Yes
Aqua glass vessel shard
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
No
Plastic fragments
Modern manufacture
Yes
7up green glass vessel shards ‐ no patina
20th century or later. Rarely late 19th
Lindsey 2020a
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Provenience

Count
1
1
ST M1; 90‐100 cm
2
4
1
1
1
1
ST M1; 100‐110 cm
1
3
1
1
1
2
N/A
ST M3; 0‐10 cm
N/A
3
1
2
ST M6; 0‐10 cm
1
Total Count:

140

Curated
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Description
Light green glass bottle base‐stippled base
Plastic fragment
Foil wrappers
Colorless glass vessel shards
Corroded penny
Ferrous metal spike
Unidentified nail
Amber glass bottle shard
Whiteware vessel sherd
Colorless glass vessel shards
Plastic fragment
Plastic wrap
Concrete fragment
Crushed brick fragments
3 lbs. Crushed brick discarded in field
3 lbs. Concrete fragments discarded in field
Plastic food wrappers
Unidentified nail
Concrete fragment
Crushed brick fragment ‐ well formed flat side

Comments
1940 or later
Modern manufacture
Modern manufacture
Non‐diagnostic
No inscription remains ‐ non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Thin w/ no patina ‐ likely modern bottle glass
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Modern manufacture
Modern manufacture
Non‐diagnostic
Many impurites ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Many impurites ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Non‐diagnostic
Modern manufacture
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Many impurites ‐ locally made/obtained clay

Reference
Lindsey 2020c

Stelle 1989
Stelle 1989

Stelle 1989
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Provenience

ST B1; 0‐20 cm

ST B1; 20‐30 cm

ST B1; 30‐35 cm

ST B1; 35‐40 cm

Count Curated
3
1
1
3
1
2
2
1
6
22
1
1
1
2
2
1

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Description

Comments

Rubber tire fragments
Foil wrapper
Colorless glass vessel rim shard‐threaded rim
Colorless glass vessel shards
Aqua flat/window glass shard
Plastic fragments
Colorless glass vessel shards
Solarized glass vessel shard
Burned crushed brick fragments
Burned crushed brick fragments
Burned concrete fragment
Unidentified ferrous metal object
Colorless glass vessel shard‐stippling decoration
Aluminum foil
Aqua flat/window glass shards
Colorless glass vessel shard

Modern manufacture
Modern manufacture
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Modern manufacture
Non‐diagnostic
1885 ‐ 1920
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Modern manufacture
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Non‐diagnostic

Reference

Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005

Horn 2005

Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
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Provenience

ST B1; 40‐60 cm

Count Curated
8
1
1
3
2
1
1
14
4
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
5
18
1
1

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

Description

Comments

Unidentified nails
Wire nail
Bristol glazed stoneware sherd
Ceramic mosaic tile
Blue green glass vessel shards
Colorless glass vessel shard‐"CENT" embossed
Lamp chimney glass
Colorless glass vessel shards
Colorless glass vessel shards‐stippled decoration
Amber glass vessel shards
Amber bottle glass neck shard
Aqua flat/window glass shard
Colorless flat/window glass shards
Yellow green glass vessel shards
Sapphire blue glass vessel shard
Unidentified ferrous metal object
Crushed brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
Crushed brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
Burned crushed brick fragment
Rubber screw threaded cap

Non‐diagnostic
Late 1870s‐present
Increasingly common after 1890
Ceramic mosiacs prevelent in US 1890s‐1930s
19th to early 20th century
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
1860s to present
1860s to present
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
1840s to 1930s
Non‐diagnostic
Many impurities ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Not large enough to gauge impurities
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic

Reference
Wells 1998: 92, 96
Stelle 1989
Grimmer and Konrad 1996
Lindsey 2020a

Horn 2005
Horn 2005
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005

Lindsey 2020a
Stelle 1989
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Provenience

ST B1; 60‐70 cm

ST B1; 70‐80 cm

ST M2; 0‐20 cm

Count Curated
5
1
2
3
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
6
2
5
4
4
3
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Description

Comments

Unidentified nails
Solarized glass vessel shard
Colorless glass vessel shards
Aqua glass vessel shards
Aqua flat/window glass shard
Colorless flat/window glass shard
Milk glass vessel shard
Yellow green glass vessel shards
Dark yellow green glass vessel shard
Slate fragments‐potential writing surface
Whiteware vessel sherd‐sliver of blue floral decoration
Stoneware vessel sherd with light brown slip
Ceramic mosaic tile
Charcoal
Unidentified flat ferrous metal fragments
Crushed brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
Burned Crushed brick fragments
Unidentified small ferrous metal fragments
Charcoal
Whiteware vessel rim sherd
Crushed brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
Slate fragments‐potential writing surface
Metal slag
Ceramic mosaic tile
Burned crushed brick fragment
Crushed brick fragment
Amber bottle glass shard
Colorless glass vessel shard

Non‐diagnostic
1885 ‐ 1920
Non‐diagnostic
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Non‐diagnostic
1890s‐present
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
19th century
Non‐diagnostic
1850 to present
Ceramic mosiacs prevelent in US 1890s‐1930s
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Few impurities
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Few impurities
19th century
Non‐diagnostic
Ceramic mosiacs prevelent in US 1890s‐1930s
Non‐diagnostic
Many impurites ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Thin w/ no patina ‐ likely modern bottle glass
Non‐diagnostic

Reference
Horn 2005
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
Horn 2005

Potter et al 2006
Potter et al 2006
Grimmer and Konrad 1996

Grimmer and Konrad 1996
Stelle 1989
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Provenience

ST M2; 20‐30 cm

ST M2; 30‐40 cm

ST M2; 40‐50 cm

ST M2; 50‐60 cm
ST M2; 60‐70 cm

Count Curated
1
5
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
2
1
1
4
2
8
2
1
1
1
10
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Description

Comments

Reference

Bristol glazed stoneware sherd
Colorless glass vessel shards
Aqua flat/window glass shard
Aqua glass vessel shard
Yellow green glass vessel shard
Amber glass vessel shards
Crushed brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
Unidentified nails
Slate fragment‐potential writing surface
Solarized glass vessel shards
Aqua flat/window glass shard
Aqua glass vessel shard
Colorless glass vessel shards
Unidentified flat ferrous metal fragment
Crushed brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
Crushed brick fragments
Colorless flat glass chip
Stoneware sherd‐tar or rubber bits attached
Whiteware vessel sherd‐blue annular decoration
Unidentified nails
Wire nail
Aqua flat/window glass shards
Yellow green glass vessel shard
Amber glass vessel shard
Crushed brick fragment
Crushed brick fragment‐soft (possibly hand made)
Glass marble
Amber glass vessel shard with large bubble
Unidentified nails
Ironstone vessel sherd‐articulates with sherd in 70‐80 cm

Increasingly common after 1890
Non‐diagnostic
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Non‐diagnostic
1860s to present
Few impurities
Non‐diagnostic
19th century
1885 ‐ 1920
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Many impurites ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Many impurites ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Non‐diagnostic
1850 ‐ present
1790 ‐ 1930
Non‐diagnostic
Late 1870s‐present
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Non‐diagnostic
1860s to present
Many impurites ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Many impurites ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Non‐diagnostic
1860s‐present
Non‐diagnostic
Primarily 1840s‐1930s. Can still be made today.

Stelle 1989
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
Horn 2005

Potter et al 2006
Horn 2005
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005

Stelle 1989
Stelle 1989
Potter et al 2006
Shelton 2015
Wells 1998: 92, 96
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
Horn 2005
Stelle 1989
Stelle 1989
Horn 2005
Potter et al 2006; Stelle 1989
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Provenience
ST M2; 70‐80 cm

ST M7; 0‐20 cm
ST M7; 20‐30 cm

ST M7; 30‐40 cm

ST M7; 40‐50 cm

ST M7; 50‐60 cm

Total Count:

Count Curated
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
4
7
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

271

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Description

Comments

Reference

Aqua glass bottle base shard
Ironstone vessel sherd‐articulates with sherd in 60‐70 cm
Albany slip stoneware vessel sherds
Colorless glass vessel shard
Colorless glass vessel shard‐"ORBID" embossed
Colorless glass vessel shards
Large 3 lbs. soft brick discarded in field
Unidentified nails
Colorless glass vessel shard
Aqua flat/window glass shard
Colorless glass vessel base shard
Yellow green glass vessel shard
Dark yellow green glass vessel shard
Aqua flat/window glass shard
Unidentified nail
Ferrous metal strap
Yellow green glass vessel shard
Crushed brick fragment‐soft (possibly hand made)
Solarized glass vessel shard

Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Primarily 1840s‐1930s. Can still be made today.
1850 ‐ 1940
Non‐diagnostic
Likely "FORBIDS"‐liquor bottle 1935 to mid 1960s
Non‐diagnostic
Many impurities ‐ one uneven side (5 sided mold)
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Not large enough to gauge impurities
1885 ‐ 1920

Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
Potter et al 2006; Stelle 1989
Potter et al 2006; Stelle 1989
Lindsay 2020c

Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005

Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005

Horn 2005
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Provenience

Count
5
1
1
1
1
ST B4; 6‐15 cm
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
8
2
2
1
ST B4; 15‐20 cm
1
2
1
2
1
1
1

Curated
Description
Comments
Reference
No
Crushed brick fragments‐well formed flat side on 2 sides Many impurities ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Stelle 1989
Yes
Whiteware vessel rim sherd
Non‐diagnostic
No
Foil wrapper
Modern manufacture
No
Plastic bag piece
Modern manufacture
Yes
Amber glass vessel shard
1860 ‐ present
Horn 2005
Yes
Asphalt fragment
Non‐diagnostic
Yes
Crushed brick fragment
Few impurities
Yes
Colorless flat/window glass shard
Non‐diagnostic
Yes
Charcoal
Non‐diagnostic
No
Unidentified nails
Non‐diagnostic
Yes
Wire nail
Late 1870s‐present
Wells 1998: 92, 96
Yes
Unidentified ferrous metal object
Non‐diagnostic
No
Unidentified nail
Non‐diagnostic
Yes
Crushed brick
Many impurities ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Stelle 1989
Yes
Brick fragments ‐ well formed flat side
Many impurities ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Stelle 1989
No
Crushed brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
Not large enough to gauge impurities
Yes
Cement fragment
Non‐diagnostic
Yes
Mortar fragment
Non‐diagnostic
Yes
Aqua glass vessel shards
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
Yes
Aqua flat/window glass shard
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
Yes
Colorless glass vessel shards
Non‐diagnostic
Yes
Asphalt fragment
Non‐diagnostic
Yes
Yellow green glass vessel shard
Non‐diagnostic
Yes
Colorless glass vessel shard‐thin red color on one face
Non‐diagnostic
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Provenience

Count
2
4
4
3
3
1
1
1
ST B4; 20‐30 cm
2
1
2
7
16
2
1
1
1
1
1
ST B4; 30‐35 cm
1
7
3
1
ST B4; 35‐40 cm
1
Total Count:

108

Curated
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Description
Large brick fragments ‐ well formed flat sides
Crushed brick fragments
Crushed brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
Light bulb glass
Colorless glass vessel shards
Colorless flat/window glass shard
Aqua glass vessel shard
Yellow green glass vessel shard
Amber glass vessel shards
Cement fragments
Concrete fragments
Asphalt fragments
Unidentified nails
Unidentified ferrous metal objects
Plastic wrapper
Plastic fragment
Brick fragment ‐ well formed flat side
Aqua glass vessel shard
Yellow green glass vessel shard
Charcoal
Unidentified nails
Unidentified ferrous metal objects
Blue shell edged whiteware rim sherd
Colorless glass vessel shard

Comments
Reference
Many impurities ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Stelle 1989
Many impurities ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Stelle 1989
Not large enough to gauge impurities
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
Non‐diagnostic
1860s to present
Horn 2005
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Modern manufacture
Modern manufacture
Many impurities ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Stelle 1989
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
1780 ‐ 1850
Potter et al 2006; Stelle 1989
Non‐diagnostic
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Provenience

Count
4
18
7
1
1
1
2
ST B5; 11‐20 cm
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
4
10
2
1
2
1
ST B5; 20‐40 cm
2
1
1
1
3
1
1

Curated
Description
No
Large brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
No
Crushed brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
No
Burned Concrete fragments
Yes
Charcoal
Yes
Yellow green green vessel shard
Yes
Amber glass vessel shard ‐ "PL" embossed
Yes
Colorless glass vessel shards
Yes
7up green glass vessel shards ‐ no patina
Yes
Aqua flat/window glass shard
Yes
Light bulb glass
No
Sytrofoam
No
Plastic wrap
No
Foil wrapper
Yes
Asphalt fragment
Yes
Burned Concrete fragments
Yes
Crushed brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
Yes
Crushed brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
Yes
Coal fragment
Yes
Whiteware vessel sherds
Yes
Indeterminate type stoneware vessel sherd
Yes
Unidentified brass shavings
Yes
Colorless glass vessel shard ‐ faint bluish/yellow tint
Yes
Colorless flat/window glass ‐ faint bluish/yellow tint
Yes
Aqua glass vessel shard
Yes
Slate fragments‐potential writing surface
Yes
Green glass vessel shard
Yes
Colorless glass vessel shard

Comments
Many impurities ‐ two exhibit uneven sides
Many impurities ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Thin w/ no patina ‐ likely modern bottle glass
Non‐diagnostic
20th century or later. Rarely late 19th
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Non‐diagnostic
Modern manufacture
Modern manufacture
Modern manufacture
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Few impurities
Many impurities ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
1850 ‐ present
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
19th century
Non‐diagnostic
Non‐diagnostic

Reference
Stelle 1989

Lindsey 2020a
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005

Stelle 1989

Potter et al 2006

Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
Potter et al 2006
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Provenience

Count
1
3
1
16
ST B5; 40‐50 cm
1
9
1
3
1
1
1
1
ST B5; 50‐60 cm
4
1
2
1
12
ST B5; 60‐70 cm
3
Total Count:

134

Curated
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

Description
Comments
Reference
Wire nail
Late 1870s‐present
Wells 1998: 92, 96
Unidentified nails
Non‐diagnostic
Colorless glass bottle neck‐vertical seem up to rim Semi or fully automatic machine‐made ‐ post 1900
Lindsey 2020b
Colorless glass vessel shards
Non‐diagnostic
Aqua flat/window glass shard
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
Crushed brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
Many impurities ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Stelle 1989
7up green glass vessel shard ‐ no patina
20th century or later. Rarely late 19th
Lindsey 2020a
Coal fragments
Non‐diagnostic
Plastic straw
Modern manufacture
Whiteware vessel sherd
Non‐diagnostic
Colorless glass vessel base shard
Non‐diagnostic
Unidentified nail
Non‐diagnostic
Colorless glass vessel shards‐1 w/faint bluish tint
Non‐diagnostic
Aqua flat/window glass shard
Early 19th century ‐ 1920s
Lindsey 2020a; Horn 2005
Dark green glass vessel shards
Non‐diagnostic
Charcoal
Non‐diagnostic
Crushed brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
Many impurites ‐ locally made/obtained clay
Stelle 1989
Crushed brick fragments‐soft (possibly hand‐made)
Not large enough to gauge impurities
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Photograph #1
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 7-27-2020
Subject: Photograph of
South Vale Street and the
project area facing
southeast from the
northwestern project
boundary (intersection of
South Vale and Austin
Street). The Jefferson
hotel to the left of the
street and modern private
residence to the right.

Photograph #2
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: Private residence
on west side of South
Vale Street in the
northwest corner property
lot on intersection of
South Vale and Dallas
Street. Owner said it was
constructed recently (less
than 50 years). Facing
northwest. Grassy lawn to
left of house is 41MR299.

Photograph #3
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 7-27-2020
Subject: Grassy lawn that
makes up Site 41MR299
southeast of standing
modern private residence.
Facing southeast.

Photograph #4
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: Front façade of
the historic Jefferson
Hotel. Located on the
east side of South Vale
Street between the
intersections with Austin
Street and Dallas Street.
Facing southeast.

Photograph #5
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: View of the side
of the Jefferson Hotel that
faces South Vale Street.
Facing east.

Photograph #6
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 7-27-2020
Subject: Empty lot
containing a concrete
foundation on the west
side of South Vale Street
in southwest corner
property lot of the
intersection of South Vale
and West Austin Street.
Grass lawn along street in
the vacant lot makes up
41MR298. Facing west.

Photograph #7
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 7-27-2020
Subject: Close up view of
concrete foundation and
remaining associated
electrical box. Foundation
not within project area but
a portion of lawn in front
is part of 41MR298.
Facing southwest.

Photograph #8
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: West side of
South Vale Street near
facing NW through
41MR298 and up South
Vale to intersection of
with West Austin Street.
Taste of Caddo restaurant
seen on corner of South
Vale and Austin. White
building on left is
Excelsior Hotel.

Photograph #9
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: Close up of the
Taste of Caddo restaurant
on the northwest corner of
the intersection of South
Vale Street and Austin
Street. Facing northwest.

Photograph #10
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: Brick extension
of the Taste of Caddo
Restaurant. Facing
northwest.

Photograph #11
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: Front façade of
the Excelsior Hotel
approximately 18.3 m (60
ft) southwest down
Austin Street from the
project area at the
intersection of South Vale
Street and Austin Street.
Facing northwest.

Photograph #12
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: Kahn Hotel and
Coffee Shop (once the
historic Kahn Saloon) and
the Testa Law Group
located on the northeast
corner property lot of the
intersection South Vale
Street and Austin Street.
Facing north.

Photograph #13
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 7-27-2020
Subject: Southeastern
wooded section of project
area. Facing southeast
from the intersection of
South Vale Street and
Dallas Street. Division of
41MR296 and 41MR297
runs through woods.
41MR296 area to left and
41MR297 area to right.

Photograph #14
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 7-27-2020
Subject: Private grassy
lawn to the west of the
southeastern wooded
portion of the project
area. Taken from Dallas
Street facing southeast.

Photograph #15
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 7-27-2020
Subject: Parking lot on
the east side of the
southeastern wooded
section of the project
area. Levee along Big
Cypress Bayou visible in
the background. Facing
southeast.

Photograph #16
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: Vegetation along
eastern side of the
southeastern section of
the project area along the
parking lot. Facing
southeast through Site
41MR296.

Photograph #17
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-16-2020
Subject: Interior of
wooded southeastern
section of the project
area. Facing northwest
along project area from
ST M2. Representative
of wooded environments
at both 41MR296 and
41MR297.

Photograph #18
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-16-2020
Subject: Heavily wooded
steep slope to a drainage
that could not be shovel
tested in the far
southeastern portion of
the project area.

Photograph #19
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-16-2020
Subject: Large concrete
blocks (on right side of
image) piled up along the
shoulder of the slope to
the drainage in the far
southeastern corner of the
project area and beyond.
Facing northwest.

Photograph #20
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-16-2020
Subject: Close up photo
of concrete blocks lining
the shoulder and upper
slope of the drainage
southeast of the project
area.

Photograph #21
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: One of the 3
debris piles just to the
southeast of the project
area. Contains concrete,
asphalt, and hard, wellformed brick.

Photograph #22
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: Drainage
southeast of the project
area that is at the base of
the steep slope as it flows
southward away from the
project area. Taken
southeast of the project
area facing south.

Photograph #23
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: Debris pile in
between shovel tests B3
and M6 containing
concrete and a mixture of
hard and soft brick.

Photograph #24
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: Example of
modern trash scattered
across the southeastern
wooded section of the
project area across Dallas
Street.

Photograph #25
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-16-2020
Subject: Debris pile near
shovel test M2 containing
tin buckets, asphalt,
concrete, and hard brick.

Photograph #26
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-16-2020
Subject: Ornamental
flowers found in between
shovel tests M2 and M3
right along the boundary
of 41MR296 and
41MR297. Facing
southeast.

Photograph #27
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-16-2020
Subject: Shovel test M1
profile in 41MR296.
Shovel test contained
historic artifacts mixed
with modern trash to a
depth of 100 to 110 cm
below surface.

Photograph #28
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-16-2020
Subject: Shovel test M3
profile. Representative of
shallow soils found in
41MR296. Humus from
0-3 cm; mottled brown,
dark yellowish brown,
yellowish red sandy loam
4-17 cm; sterile dark red
clay from 17-27 cm.

Photograph #29
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: Shovel test M5
profile in 41MR296.
Contained a feature
consisting of a layer of
compact dark rock from
11 to 14 cm below
surface. Shovel test
contained no other
cultural materials.

Photograph #30
Photo by Jay Belew

Date: 9-16-2020
Subject: Northeast (street
grid “East”) profile of ST
B2 in 41MR296. Two
cultural layers above
sterile layer: Light gray
humus; Dark gray FSL
garbage deposition with
visible caliche pockets;
sterile red clay roadbed
undergirding once-active
South Vale Street.

Photograph #31
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-16-2020
Subject: Shovel test M2
profile. Representative of
deep soils found in
41MR297. Brown humus
0-20 cm, mottled brown
to dark brown sandy clay
loam 20-52 cm, mottled
brown to dark yellowish
brown 52-80, and mottled
yellowish brown to dark
grayish brown 80-100 cm.

Photograph #32
Photo by Jay Belew

Date: 9-16-2020
Subject: Southwest
profile of ST B1 in
41MR297. Four cultural
layers above sterile layer:
Light gray humus;
medium gray FSL
deposition; reddish clay
loam; brown loose SCLno recent objects; sterile
clay. North Arrow on
ground surface.

Photograph #33
Photo by Jay Belew

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: Northeast profile
of ST B4 in 41MR298.
Three cultural layers
underlain by sterile clay:
Light gray humus, brick
frag in wall; dark graybrown FLS w/ 19th
century and recent
objects; light tan-yellow
FLS-no recent objects;
sterile clay

Photograph #34
Photo by Jay Belew

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: SE profile of ST
B5 in 41MR299. Four
cultural layers and 2
sterile layers: light gray
humus; gray SCL w/ pipe
and 20th century/recent
objects; red-brown FLS
w/ 20th century wire; dark
brown-gray FLS w/
mostly 19th century
artifacts; Sterile SCL; SC

Photograph #35
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR296.
Left to right: 7up green
vessel glass (ST M1; 80
90 cm); Amber vessel
glass (ST M1; 20-30 cm);
Colorless vessel rim shard
w/ threaded rim (ST M2;
20-30 cm); Aqua flat
glass (ST B3; 0-20 cm).

Photograph #36
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
modern objects from
41MR296.
Left to right: Styrofoam
(ST M1; 60-70 cm),
Amber thin bottle glass
w/ no patina (ST M1; 30
40 cm); Plastic fragment
(ST M1; 60-70 cm);
Snickers bar wrapper (ST
B2; 0-15 cm).

Photograph #37
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR296.
Left to right: Well-formed
hard brick with many
impurities (ST M6; 0-10
cm); two concrete
fragments (ST B2; 0-15
cm); soft brick with few
impurities (ST B3; 20-27
cm).

Photograph #38
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR296.
Left to right: Corroded
penny (ST M1; 90-100
cm); plastic pepper (ST
B3; 0-20 cm); light bulb
glass (ST B2; 0-15 cm).

Photograph #39
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR296.
Left to right: Metal spring
(ST M1; 30-40 cm);
unidentified nail (ST M1;
100-110 cm); wire nail
(ST M1 50-60 cm);
machine cut square nail
(ST B3; 0-20 cm).

Photograph #40
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR296.
Left to right: Burned
concrete fragment (ST
B2; 0-15); burned brick
fragment (ST B2; 15-30
cm); charcoal fragment
(ST B2; 15-30 cm).

Photograph #41
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR296.
Left to right: Soft white
brick fragment (ST M1;
80-90 cm); red glass
shard from ornamental
object (ST B3; 0-20 cm);
whiteware fragment (ST
M1; 100-110 cm).

Photograph #42
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR296.
Light green bottle base
with stippling pattern
commonly from 1940 or
later.

Photograph #43
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-16-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR296.
Sample of large amount
of crushed brick found in
shovel test M3; 0-10 cm
that was discarded in the
field.

Photograph #44
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-16-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR296.
Sample of large amount
of crushed concrete and
brick found in shovel test
M3; 0-10 cm that was
discarded in the field.

Photograph #45
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR297.
Left to right: Colorless
vessel glass (ST B1; 20
30 cm); solarized vessel
glass (ST M7; 50-60 cm);
yellow green vessel glass
(ST B1; 40-60 cm); blue
green vessel glass (ST
B1; 40-60 cm).

Photograph #46
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR297.
Left to right: Amber
vessel rim shard (ST B1;
40-60 cm); Aqua
flat/window glass (ST B1;
35-40 cm); sapphire
vessel glass (ST B1; 40
60 cm); milk glass (ST
B1; 60-70 cm).

Photograph #47
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR297.
From left to right:
Top: Whiteware with blue
annular style (ST M2; 40
50 cm); Bristol glazed
stoneware (ST M2; 20-30
cm). Bottom: Ironstone
(ST M2; 70-80 cm);
Albany slipped stoneware
(ST M2; 70-80 cm).

Photograph #48
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
modern objects from
41MR297.
From left to right: Plastic
fragment (ST B1; 20-30
cm); aluminum foil (ST
B1; 35-40 cm); foil
wrapper (ST B1; 0-20
cm); rubber tire fragment
(ST B1; 0-20 cm).

Photograph #49
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR297.
Left to right: Two
fragments of burned brick
(ST B1; 20-30 cm);
burned concrete fragment
(ST B1; 30-35 cm); two
pieces of soft brick (ST
M2; 30-40 cm); hard
brick (ST M2; 30-40 cm).

Photograph #50
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR297.
Left to right: Unidentified
nail (ST M2; 60-70 cm);
ferrous metal strap (ST
M7; 50-60 cm); wire nail
(ST M2; 40-50 cm); metal
slag (ST B1; 70-80 cm).

Photograph #51
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR297.
Left to right: Ceramic
mosaic tile (ST B1; 40-60
cm); lamp chimney glass
(ST B1; 40-60 cm); slate
fragment (ST B1; 70-80
cm); charcoal fragment
(ST B1; 60-70 cm).

Photograph #52
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-30-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR297.
Left to right: Glass
marble (ST M2; 40-50
cm); rubber screw
threaded cap (ST B1; 40
60 cm); colorless glass
vessel shard w/ “CENT”
embossed (ST B1; 40-60
cm); unidentified metal
(ST B1; 60-70 cm).

Photograph #53
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 9-17-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR297.
Large soft brick with
uneven sides and many
impurities found in ST
M7; 20-30 cm. Discarded
in field.

Photograph #54
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR298.
Left to right: Three hard
brick fragments (ST B4;
6-15 cm); two soft brick
fragments (ST B4; 20-30
cm); cement fragment
(ST B4; 15-20 cm).

Photograph #55
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR298.
Left to right: Mortar
fragment (ST B4; 15-20
cm); two asphalt
fragments (ST B4; 20-30
cm); concrete fragment
(ST B4; 20-30 cm).

Photograph #56
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR298.
Left to right: Blue shell
edge whiteware sherd (ST
B4; 30-35 cm); whiteware
sherd (ST B4; 6-15 cm);
two light bulb glass
shards (ST B4; 20-30
cm); charcoal fragment
(ST B4; 30-35 cm).

Photograph #57
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR298.
Left to right: Aqua vessel
glass (ST B4; 30-35 cm);
yellow green vessel glass
(ST B4; 30-35 cm);
amber vessel glass (ST
B4; 6-15 cm); colorless
vessel glass (ST B4; 20
30 cm).

Photograph #58
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR298.
Left to right: Unidentified
nail (ST B4; 20-30 cm);
unidentified ferrous metal
object (ST B4; 20-30 cm);
wire nail (ST B4; 15-20
cm).

Photograph #59
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR298.
Large well-formed brick
with many impurities (ST
B4; 20-30 cm).

Photograph #60
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
modern objects from
41MR298.
Left to right: Plastic
fragment (ST B4; 6-15
cm); plastic bag (ST B4;
20-30 cm); foil wrapper
(ST B4; 6-15 cm).

Photograph #61
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR299.
Large soft brick
fragments with many
impurities (ST B5; 11-20
cm).

Photograph #62
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR299.
Left to right: Soft brick
(ST B5; 40-50 cm); soft
brick (ST B5; 11-20 cm).

Photograph #63
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR299.
Left to right: Burned
concrete fragment (ST
B5; 11-20 cm); asphalt
fragment (ST B5; 11-20
cm).

Photograph #64
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR299.
Left to right: Aqua flat
glass (ST B5; 40-50 cm);
colorless vessel glass (ST
B5; 40-50 cm); colorless
flat glass (ST B5; 20-40
cm); green vessel glass
(ST B5; 20-40 cm).

Photograph #65
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR299.
Left to right: 7up green
vessel glass (ST B5; 40
50 cm); dark green vessel
glass (ST B5; 50-60 cm);
light bulb glass (ST B5;
11-20 cm).

Photograph #66
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
modern objects from
41MR299.
Left to right: Amber
bottle glass (ST B5; 11
20 cm); Styrofoam (ST
B5; 11-20 cm); plastic
wrap (ST B5; 11-20 cm);
plastic straw (ST B5; 50
60 cm).

Photograph #67
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR299.
Left to right: Colorless
glass bottle neck (ST B5;
40-50 cm); slate fragment
(ST B5; 20-40 cm); coal
fragment (ST B5; 40-50
cm); colorless glass
vessel base shard (ST B5;
50-60 cm).

Photograph #68
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR299.
Left to right: Whiteware
sherd (ST B5; 20-40 cm);
indeterminate type
stoneware sherd (ST B5;
20-40 cm).

Photograph #69
Photo by Michael Ryan

Date: 10-01-2020
Subject: Representative
artifacts from 41MR299.
Left to right: Wire nail
(ST B5; 40-50 cm);
unidentified nail (ST B5;
50-60 cm); unidentified
brass shaving (ST B5; 20
40 cm).

